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to see how much butter he oould
make from a 3-year-old heifer. She
stood the feed for a few weeks and then
collapsed. He told me how he fed her
and how much butter she made in one
we«k. "Well," I said, "she did well,
but you have spoiled your heifer."
When we stop to look back twentyfive years, and think of our tough,
hardy breeds of cattle, with no close tiebarn
ups, no water in front, and few
cellars, and our cattle with plenty of
exercise and fresh air, and with a moderate system of feeding and breeding for
strength and muscle only, it was altogether a different condition of things
from what we find to-day. Breeding for
production only, close tie-ups, water in
front of the cattle, depriving them of
their proper exercise, and with a high
pressure of feeding, barn cellars and
who
many other things that come in,
wonders that it requires more thought
and care to successfully handle our
herds than it did before dairying was
established? But do not understand me
that I would do away with any of these
things. We cannot go back, but must
go ahead. We are using them every
day in our business, and they are all
practical in a way, and we cannot get
along without them. They have all
been in the line of progress, and in harmony with the progress made in other
lines of industry, but to my mind the
time has come, and the conditions justify the importance of it for us to take another step iu progress forward along
this line.
The dairymen are the interested parties. They are the owners of the dairy
interest of the state, with nearly twelve
million dollars invested in their herds,
and are responsible for the future welfare of the industry. And it will require a careful administration of affaire
in order to build it larger and stronger,
and it must be done through the influence of this association; and as time
goes on and conditions change, we must
be able to meet every emergency by putting into operation every safeguard consistent with practical economy, for history will prove to us that as the country
the task
grows older, the harder will be

trying

to

protect animal and

from pests and diseases.

Systematic

vegetable life

Work With Motti Pests.

Readers of the New England Homestead have been kept closely in touch
with the brown-tail and gypay moth
infestations, by frequent references in
these columns to the progress being
made. The situation, particularly in
Massachusetts, is very well brought
down to date by the address of Prof.
A. H. Kirkland, superintendent of the
moth commission, at the annual meeting of the Massachusetts association
for the eupression of the gypsy and
brown-tail moths. In part he said:
"In January, 1900, there were 359 square
miles of territory infested, which is
known as the zone of old infestation.
In the past live years the gypsy moths
have multiplied sixfold and to-day there
towns in eastern
are 120 cities and
Massachusetts more or less infested, the
area represented in the total infestation being roughly about one-quarter of
the state.
'-Practically all cities and towns are

stables,

are

guarding against the whole.
have barn

rise which are held

by

[COWTlîTTTID. J
Tbe life saver took tlie cigar that
Hazeltiue had given him from his
mouth and blew the· smoke Into the air
over his head.
"Well," he said slowly, "I don't know

exactly. I've seen some pretty gritty
things done 'longshore here in the servWhen there's somebody drowndln',
ce.

and you know there's a chance to save
'em, you'll take chances, and think
nothin' of 'em. that you wouldu't take
f you had time to set down and cal'late
I see somethln' done once that
a little.
may not strike you as bein' anything
out of the usual run, but that has always seemed to me clear grit and
nothin' else. 'Twa'n't savin' life nei-

matter of bus'ness.
off the coast of
happened
Maine 'long in the seventies. 1 was actIn' as sort of second mate on a lumber
schooner, "fwas a pitch black night,
or mornin', rather, 'bout 0 o'clock,
biowiu' like all possessed and colder'n
We struck a rock that
Greenland.
wa'n't even down on an Eldredge chart
and punched a hole In the schooner's
side jest above what ought to have
been the water line, only ehe was heeled over so that 'twas conslder'ble be-

ther; 'twas jest
"It

a

up

low it most of tbe time.

We had a

aboard, Tortugees mainly,
The skipper
and poor ones at that.
was below asleep, and when he come
on deck things was in a bad way.
We'd got the canvas off her, but she

mean crew

was

takiu' In water every time she roll-

ed, and there was a sea goin' that was
tearin' things loose In great shape. We
shipped one old grayback that ripped
off a strip of the loe rail jest the same
as you'd rip the edge off the cover of

Department

Agriculture

llulph nouued emphatically.
"I Imagine it would take a good deal

to convince Davis or any of these station men that tbere was anything heroic lu their lives," he said. "As for
Captain Eri, I have knowu him ouly a
mouth or two, but I don't know of
auy one to whdlu I would rather go if
I were iu trouble."
"He has beeu so kind to grandfather
aud me," said Elsie, "that I feel as
though we were under an obligation we
never could repay. When I came down
here I knew no one In Orhnm, and be
and Captuin Jerry and Captain Perez
have made me feel more at home than
I have ever felt before. You know,"
she added, "grandfather le the only relative I have."
"I suppose you will go back to your
studies when your grandfather recov-

ers."

"I don't know. If grandfather Is
well enough I think I shall try to persuade him to come up to Boston and
live with me. Then I might perhaps
teach. This M'as to have been my last
year at RadclifTe, so my giving it up
will not make so much difference. Do
you intend to stay here long? I suppose you do. Your profession, I know,
means so much to you, and your work
at the station must be very Interest-

ing."

"It would be more bo If I bad some
who was interested with me. Mr.
Lungley Is kind, but he Is so wrapped
up in his own work that I see very
little of him. I took the place because
I thought It would give me a good deal
of spare time that I might use in furthering some experiments of my own.
Electricity is my hobby, and I have one
or two ideas that I am foolish enough
to hope may be worth developing. I
have had time enough, goodness knows,
but It's α lonesome sort of life. If it
lad not been for the captains—and you
—I think I should have given it up
before this."
"Oh, I hope you won't."
one

pasteboard box—never made no more
fuss about it either.
"I didn't see nothin' to do but git out
the boats, but the skipper he wa'n't that
kind. He sized things up in a hurry,
I tell you. He drove the crew—ha'f of
'em was prayin' to tbe Virgin and
"Why?"
t'other ha'f ewearln' a blue streak—to
"Why—why, because It seems like
the pumps, and set me over 'em with
running away, almost, doesn't It? If
a revolver to keep 'em workin'. Then
a thing Is hard to do, but Is worth
him and the fust mate and one or two
I think the satisfaction in doing
of the best hands rousted out a spare doing,
It Is ever so much greater, don't you?
sail, weighted one edge of it to keep
I know It must be lonely for you; but,
It down, and got It over the side, made
fast, of course.
"Then him and the mate stripped
to their underclothes, rigged a sort of
boe'n's chair over where the hole in the
side was, took hammers and a pocketful of nails apiece and started In to
a

nail that canvas over the hole.
"
'Twas freezin' cold, and the old
schooner was rollln' like a washtub.
One minute I'd see the skipper and tbe
mate h'isted up in the air, hammerln'
for dear life, and then, swash! Under
they'd go, clear under, and stay there,
seemed to me, forever. Every dip I
thought would be tbe end, and I'd shet
my eyes, exi>ectin' to see 'em gone
when she lifted; but no; up they'd
come, fetch a breath, shake the salt
water out of their eyes and go to work

"'Twas Cap'u

Eri," said Mrs. Snow

with conviction.
"That's right, ma'am.
vou 1 s" ι vise."
"No. uobvKly told mc. I

1 «rez

told

just guessed

I've seen a gjod many foiks in m)
time, and 1 m Γ late I've got so I can
toll what kind a man is after I\e
I jwlged
known him a little while.
Cap'n Krl was that kind, and when
you said we knew that skipper 1 was
almast sartin 'twas him."
Ί dont
"Well'" exclaimed Ilalph.
bel eve I should have guessed It. I've
alwavs liked the captain, but he has
seemed so full of fun and so easy
going that 1 never thought of hie doing
It

so strenuous."
1 ve seeii
Captain Davis laughed.
fo'mast hands try to take «Avantage of
that easy goln' way 'fore now. be said,
-but they never did It but once. Cap η

anything quite

Eri is one of the finest fellers that ever
stepped, but you can't stomp on bis
toes much, and he's clear gTlt Inside.
And say," he added, "don't you teU
anybody I told that »tory for bed
skin me alive If he knew It

It would be

nnwl»e to invest largely In any new
method for increasing plant growth,
the tight walla of whether bacterial or of aay other nature,
without previously experimenting In a

Captain Erl glanccd from
Hie

other.

one

couple

to

then, It Is lonely for Mr. Lnngley and
the other men too."
"I doubt If Mr. Langley would be
happy anywhere else, and the other
men are married, most of them, and

live over in the village."
Now there isn't any real reason why
ll is simple remark should have caused
Λ halt In the conversation, but It did.
Miss Preston said, "Oh, indeed!" rather
hurriedly, and her next speech was
concerning the height of a particularly
big wave. Mr. Hazeltinç answered
this commonplace somewhat absentinludedly. He acted like a man to
whom a startling idea had suddenly
occurred. Just then they heard Cap-

tain Erl calling them.
The captain was standing on α sand
dune near the station, shouting their
names

through

a

speaking trumpet

formed by placing his hands about his
mouth. As the pair came strolling
toward him he shifted bis hands to his
trousers pockets and stood watching
the young couple with a sort of half

You can't never tell. Well, I swan!"
The exclamation was called forth by
the sight of Captain Perez and Miss
Patience, who suddenly came Into view
around the corner of the station. The
captain was gallantly assisting bis
companion over the rough places in the
path, and she was leaning upon bis
arm

lu a manner that

implied implicit

confidence. Captain Erl glanced from
one couple to the other, and then

grinned broadly. The grin had not entirely disappeared when Captain Perez
came up, and the latter rather crisply
asked what the joke was.
"Oh, nothln'!" was the reply. "I was
some
jest tblnkin' we must be playin'
kind of a game, and I was It."

"It?" queried Miss

Patience,

puz-

zled.

the stable, and find their way up
through the aracka and orerloea, and Ia- ■mall way.

"Why,

*ratch®f

J?™'

jnanya

»hnP]® anJ

wouldn't believe it if you told them.

home. Why, M'llssy Busteed fairly"—
'Oh, give us a rest, Bri!" exclaimed
Perez, with even more indignation than
was necessary. "M'llssy Busteed!"
i Just then Ralph and Elsie came up.

supper. The housekeeper did come
down a few minutes later, and, as she
was Interested to know more about
Luther Davis and his sister, the talk

became animated and general.
It was after 8 o'clock when Mrs.
Snow, having finished washing the
dishes—she allowed no one to assist
her in this operation since the time
when she caught Captain Jerry absentmindedly using the dust rag instead of
the dishcloth—went upstairs to her
patient. Shortly afterward Elsie came
down, wearing her bat and jacket.

P^<*1·

as he steered Daniel along
the soft beach toward the ford. "We re
all the time readin' 'bout fellers that
work for the gov'ment gittln' high sal
rles and doln' next to nothiu'. Now.
there's a gang-the life savin* crew,
mean-that does what you and me

reflectively

would cnll almighty hard work and g.t
next to nothiu' for it. Uncle Sam gits
square there, it seems to me. A fevv
dollars a month and find yourself aln
jrilt edged wages for beln* froze and
drowmled and blown to pieces ten
months out of the year, Is It?"
The tide was higher when they came
to the crossing than It had been when
they drove over before, but they made
the passage all right, although there
was some nervousness displayed by' the
feminine portion of the party. When

they reached home they found Captain
Jerry contentedly smoking his pipe,
the sick man was asleep, and everything was serene. Joslali appeared
from behind the barn, where he had
been smoking a cigarette.
They pressed Mr. Hazel tine to stay
to supper, but he declined, alleging

that he had been away from business
He had been
too long already.
markably silent during the homeward
ride, and Elsie, too. had seemed busy
She was full of
with her thoughts.
fun at the supper table, however, and
flie meal was a Jolly one. Just as It
was finished Captain Jerry struck the
table a bang with his palm that made
the knlv-'s and forks Jump and so
startled Captain Perez as to cause him
to spill half a cup of tea over bis shirt

re,

bosom.
"Laud of love!" ejaculated the victim, mopping his chin and his tie
with his napkin. "It's bad enough to
scare

feller

a

to

alone

let

death,

the hens. I don't see where
"If It's your hat you're looking for,
observed Joslali. "I saw Mrs. Snow
bang It up on the nail behind the door.
There It Is now."
The reply to this was merely a
grunt, which may or may not have expressed approval. At any rate, t
hat was apparently the object of his
the nail,
search, for he took it
looked Inside, and with a sigh of relief

from,

took out
crumpled envelope.
"I knew I put it soinewberes,
a

he
said. "It's a letter for you, Elsie. Joslah, here, he brought it down from the
postofilee when be come from school
this afternoon. I meant to give It to
you

^

afore."

Captain Erl, who sat next to the
you..·,' lady, noticed that the envelope
was addressed iu an Irregular, sprawllug hand to "Miss Elizabeth Preston,
Orham. Mass." Elsie looked It over In
...

the absent way In which so many of

TIME
experienced farmer

has learned that some
grains require far different soil than others;
some crops need different handling than others.
He knows that a great
deal depends upon right

planting

at

the

right

time, and that the soil
must be kept enriched.
No use of complaining
in summer about a mistake made in the spring.

Decide before the seed

planted.
tJfe best time to remedy wasting conditions in
the human body is before the evil is too deep
is

rooted. At the first evidence of loss of flesh

Scott's Emulsion
should be taken imme-

diately. There is nothing that will repair
wasted tissue

more

or replace lost
flesh more abundantly
than Scott's Emulsion.
It nourishes and builds
up the body when ordinary foods absolutely
faiL

quickly

WtXBttndjoa a tmpk fret.
that this
picture in the form
of a label to on the
Be

rare

of every
wrapper
bottle of Emulilon
you

buy.

SCOTTA
BOWNE

CHEMISTS
409 Pearl Street

NEW

YORK

50c. and φι;
all druggtat·

young lady had an errand uptown,
and would be home pretty soon, be
guessed. Nevertheless, it might have
been noticed that be glanced at the
clock every few minutes, and grew
more

and

more

face was, If anything, paler than wben
she went out, and lier eyes lookml aIf she had been crying. He wauieJ to
ask her some questions, but dlùu't lie
cause she evidently did not wish to
Ile poudered over the matter
talk.
while undressing, and for a lout; time
That
after that lay awake thinking.
the girl was In trouble of some sort
was plain, but he could not understand why she said nothing about it
She had
or what Its cause might be.
been her bright, happy self all day and
Iheu she hail
a part of the evening.
was

The captain wonin that letter.

CHAPTER XII.
LaIE. when she

"Can't I read that book, Unclc Perez t"
"I'm going out for a little while,"
she said. "No, I don't want any one to
go with me. I'll be back soon."
Her back wag turned to the three
captains as she spoke, but, as she
opened the door, the lamplight shone
for un Instant on her face, und Captain
Erl noticed, or fancied that he did, that
she was paler than usual. He rose
and again oiTeml to accompany her,
but met with such a firm refusal thut

be could not insist further.
"Now, that's kind of funny, ain't It'/"
remarked Terez. "1 don't believe she's
been out alone afore after dark sence

she's been here."
"Where did you git that letter, Jo•lab?" asked Captain Erl.
It may as well be explained here
that Captain Perez's grandnephew was
a thorn in the flesh of every one. Including his Indulgent relative. He was
a little afraid of Mrs. Snow, and
obeyed her better than he did any one

else, but that is

not

saying

a

great

In mischief in school
two-tblrde of the time, ami his reports,
made out by the teacher, were anything
but complimentary. He was a good
looking boy, the linage of his mother,
who had been her uncle's favorite, and
he was popular with a certain class of
deal.

He

was

came

down to

breakfast next morning, was
quieter than usual, and to
the Joking questions of Captain Jerry and Captain Perez, who
were curious concerning her "errand"
of the previous evening and who pretended to believe that she had gone
to a dance or "time" with some "feller"
unknown, sbe gave evasive but good
humored replies. Captain Erl was on
his usual tishing trip, and after breakfast was over Perez departed to the

and Jerry to his beloved
The sacrifice, whose impending matrimonial doom bad not
been mentioned for some time by the
trio interested, was gradually becoming bis own garrulous self, and his

Barry place

Is it good?"
"Bet your life! It's a redhot story."
Who was Mr.
"I want to know!
Moonshine what's his name Star—

—

light?"

"He was a sailor," was the sulky anJosiah was no fool, aud kuew
when he was being made fun of.
The captain opened the book and
Then
or two to himself.
read a

page
he said: "I see be knocked the skipper
down 'cause be insulted bim. Nice,

spunky chap. I'd like to have had him
aboard a vessel of mine. Aud he called
the old man a 'caitiff bound?' Awful
thing to call a feller, that is. I'll bet
that skipper felt asliamed. Looks like
I'll borrow it tonight to
a good book.
read while you're doln* your lessons."
"I ain't got any lessons to do."
"Oh, ain't you? I thought that was
'rithmetic over there."
"Well, I know 'em now. Besides,
me
you ain't got any right to order
around. You ain't my uncle. Can't I
rend that book. Uncle Perez?"
Poor Perez! He hesitated, swallowed

a

twice and answered: "You can
read it after you've studied a spell.
You'll let him bave It then, won't you,
once or

Eri? Now study, like a good boy."
Captain Eri looked as if he would
like to say something further, but be
evidently thought better of it, and
tossed the paper novel across to Captain Perez, who put it on the table,

saying, rather feebly:
"There now, It's right there, where
l'arued
you can have It soou's you've
so's the
your examples. Now pitch in,
teacher can see bow smart you are."
His nephew grumbllngly got bis pathe arithmetic
lier and pencil, took
and weuÇ to work. No one si>oke for
awhile, Captain Perez twirling bis
thumbs and looking, as be felt, uncomfortable. Soon Joslab, announcing that
bis studies were completed, grabbed
the novel from the table, took a lamp
from the kitchen and went off to bed.

When be bad gone Captain Jerry said,
"Perez, you're sp'Hin' that boy."
4<I s'pose I am, I s'pose I am, but I
can't bear to be cross to him. somehow.
Poor Lizzie, she made me promise 1
wouldn't be, and I Jest can't, that's all.
You understand bow 'tis, don't you,
Eri?"

The captain nodded. "I understand."
be said. "I'm sorry I said anything. I
hadn't ought to be givln' order· 'bout

what'·

none

of my affairs.
to be?"

gittin'
Captain Jerry announced

!· it

What time

that It was

bedtime, aud that be was going to
turn in. Peres, still looking worried
and anxious, said that be also waa golug to bed. Captain Eri thought that
he would sit up for awhile.

Another hour and still another went

by, and the captain sat there In his

Dainty

Thing·

For

Dainty

Woman.

Handmade French Embroidered Lin-

gerie—Forgetmenot Hose Supporters.
Violet 3trewn Garters and Blossom*

ing Siik Stockings.
By RENE DEVERAUX.
there in nothing «ο bewildering,
distracting, maddening, a» New York
«hopping during the last few days Ik»·
fore Christinas. In the large shops and

Truly

the avenue the crowds are little
uliort of frenzied mobs, good matured,
to be sure, though one can scarcely
fancy any one really enjoying the crush

on

and excitement.
The New York woman who pushes
lier way as she makes her purchases
thinks longingly of the sister down
south. |H*rhnps. whose list she is tilling,
or of the cousin or aunt lu a nearby
town, who on I era by mail, to have just
what she wants arrive In the nick of
time neatly parked and delivered at her
door, without the fatigue of a tedious
selection.
That shopping crowds are admirably
taken care of in the well ordered department stores here cannol !.·· denied,

however, and the systematic arrangement of the various departments In
which things closely allied are display-

ed, each price-marked, undoubtedly
simplifies the shoppers' perplexities extraordinarily.
To leave the eeneral holiday i-rush

for a moment to peep Into the boxes of
made lingerie Is a pleasure
that dainty femininity cannot resist,
and at Christmas times, as at others,
there are always a number of exclusive

exquisitely

schoolhouse.

of conversation recently
had been the coming marriage of the

principal topic

"upstairs teacher"—that Is, the lady

who presided over the grammar grade
of the school—and the question of her
probable successor. In fact, this question of who the new teacher was to be
was the prevailing subject of surmise
and conjecture in the village Just then.
When Captain Jerry came back to
the house be went out to the barn to
feed Lorenzo and the hens and attend
to Daniel's toilet. He was busy with
the currycomb when Elsie came In.
"Captain Jerry," she said, "you have
never told me just where you found
grandfather that uigiïT'whcJU be was
On the bill back of the
taken sick.

postotlice,

wasn't It?"

"Yes, jest on the top. You see, he'd
fell dowu when he was runuln' t > the
fire."

"Captain Erl found him, didn't lie':"
Whoa there, Dau'i. Gtautl
still, can't you? Yes. Eri found him.'

"Yep.

"How was be dressed?"
John?
Ob. be was bare"Who?
bended and in bis shirt sleeves. Jest as
he run outdoors wben he heard the
bell. Queer he didn't put on that old

thrown
of men like Squealer Wixon, Web
Saunders and others of their class, and
they appreciated his New York street
white hat of his. I never knew him
training and made much of him. Capl»e without It afore: but a feller's
tain Perez, mindful of his promise to to
to forgit most anything a night
the boy's mother, did not use the nec- li'ble
like that was. Did Eri tell you bow
and
control
to
him,
measures
essary
bis shoes? Funniest thing
Captain Erl and Captain Jerry did not Perez forgot
I ever see, tliat was."
like to Interfere.
He began the story of his friend's
Just now be was seated in the corner,
but his companion
and he looked up with u start, hur- absentmiiideducgs,
seem to pay much attention to
riedly folded up the tattered paper did not
into the house boom after
book he was reading, stuffed it Into his It. Sbe went
and Captain Jerry, after couriering
"What?"
und
said,
pocket
that she was prob"Who give you that letter that come the mutter, decided
ably thinking of Ilazeitlne. lie defor Elsie?"
from the tilea.
"Miss Cahoon, up at the otlice. It was rived much comfort
When be, too, entered the dining
in our box," said the boy.
him:
"Humph! What are you readiu' room Elsie said to
"Oh, Captain Jerry! Please don't
that's so luterestiu'?"
tell the others that I usked about
"Oh, nothin'. A book, that's all.
grandfather. They would think that I
"Let me look at It."
aud I'm not, a bit. You
Josiah hesitated, looked as though be was worrying,
mention it, will you? Just promwould like to "refuse, and tbeu sullenly won't
me."
took the ragged volume from his pock- lee, to please
So the captain promised, although be
et aud hamled it to the captain, who
understand why It was asûed
deliberately unfolded it and looked at did not
of him.
the cover.
44
the Boy
'Fightin' Fred Starlight,
I το u ooRTaiml
"
he read aloud.
Rover of the Pacific,'

"Humph!
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fidgety.

It was after 11 when Elsie came in.
She hurriedly and with dome conf.-.*io:;
apologized for being so late, and
thanked the captain for sitting up for
her. She made no offer to exphiu her
long absence, and as she went upstairs Captain Erl noticed that her

suddenly changed.

swer.

SEED

Hie two friends were eounu
Mrs. Snow called twice from
the bead of. the stairs to know if Eisie
bad come back, and where on carib
sbe could be.
Captain Erl's answers
were cheery and to the effect that the
rocker.

asleep.

dered what

drowudlu· and scaldln' him at the same
time. What did you do that for?
ex»I Jest thought of somethin,
claimed Captain Jerry, going through
youngsters. Also, and this was worse,
it»'.· pocket after the other.
his work at the livery stable had
thinkhave
wish
your
"Well I
you'd
blm in contact with a crowd

smile.

"I s'i>oee If Jerry was here now," be
mused, "he'd think his scheme was
workin'. Well, maybe 'tis, maybe 'tis.

us examine the outside of a letter
which coi:ie« unexpectedly.
"I wonder who it ie from?" she said.
She did not open it at once, hut,
tucking It Into her waist, announced
that she must run upstairs in order
that Mrs. Snow mjght come down to

of them as were about the station,
waved goodby to them as they
"Things kind of average up In this
world, don't they?" said Captain bri

^et

the^sta-

Mrs. Snow, and Captain Davis andI hto
sister. They are so
and generous. And the best of .a.
they don't seem to know

"rhey

harnessed Daniel to the carryall and stowed the living freight aboard
somehow, although Captain Perez protested that he had eaten so much d.nuer he didn't kuow's he'd be able to
bang on the way he did coming down
Then they said farewell to Captain
Davis and his sister and started foi
home. The members of the crew, such

search apparently being unsatisfactory,
he rose from the table and hurriedly
made a round of the room, looking on
the mantelpiece aud under chairs.
"I had it when I come-lu, be soliloquized. "1 know I did. 'cause I was
wearlu' It when I went out to see to

'Bastus
yes. Pm kinder like
dances when
the
at
be
to
used
Bailey
Perec. Old
As they walked back toward
you and me was younger,
tion Balph and Elsie lingered a little man Alexander—he was the fiddlerbehind the others and ^en stopped to used to sing out, 'Choose partners for
watch a big four master that, under Hull's vlct'ry,' or something like that,
full sail, was spinning along a mile or aud it always took 'Ras so long to
1
two from the beach. They
make up his mind what girl to choose
for a moment or two without speaking. that be gin'rally got left altogether.
Elsie's cheeks were brown fromι the Then he'd set on the settee all through
sun. stray wisps of her hair
the dance and say be never cared much
to
In the wind, and her trim, healthy fig
for Hull's vlct'ry anyway. Seems
ore stood out against the white sand me I'm the only one that ain't choosed
hill behind them as If cat
partners. How 'bout It, Peres7"
to
board. The electrician looked at her,
"More fool you, that's all I've got
and again the thought of that dlsgrawsay," replied Captain Perez stoutly.
ful 'Gusty Black episode was forced
Miss Patience laughed so heartily at
Into his mind. They Jiad hadi
this rejoinder that Perez began to think
«rood laugh over It since, and Elsie bad be bad said a very good thing Indeed,
apparently forgotten It, but he had not, and so repeated It for greater effect.
by a good deal.
culture, says:
"You want to look out for him, Miss
She was the first to speak, and then
la the use of cultures for inocualting
Davis," said Captain Erl. "He's the
soil the farmer should be gnlded, as in as much to herself as to him.
most fascina tin' youngster of his age
soil
treatto
I
all other matters pertaining
"I think they are the beet people
I ever see. Me and Jerry's been tblnkin'
ment. by his own peculiar needs and ever knew," she said.
we'd liave to build a fence round the
to
the
too
not
should
great weight
give
"Who?" he asked.
house to keep the girls away when be'·
conwhose
soil
others
of
experiences
"Oh, all of them! The captains and

and ditions may differ widely.

enough to go to her."

iu· fits lu the barn or soinewberes else
next time. I put this shirt on clean
this moruln' and now look at It.
Ills friend was too busy to pay any
attention to this advice. Tbe

again.

feller vou know."

relative value of Plymouth Rocks and
Rhode Island lteds as layers.
"See there!" exclaimed Captain Eri
delightedly, pointing to the
pullet. "What did I tell you? D you
wonder we picked her out for nuss for
John, Luther? Even a sick hen knows

9U*fr'"*
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I,"Well,

Juickly

which are liable to affect our herds.
While I consider tuberculosis the most
dangerous, and abortion comes next,
there are many things that come in, not
as dangerous, bat very important, and
while we are guarding against one, we

By JOSEPH C. LINCOLN

"Four hours and a quarter tney w as
at It, four hours, mind you, and under
water a good ha'f of the time; but
thev got that Ball nailed fast flu lly.
We got 'em on deck when 'twas done,
and we hud to carry the fust mate to
the cabin. But the skipper jest seut the
now organized under a local superin- cook for a pall of bllln' hot coffee,
tendent, who is responsible for the con- drunk the whole of It, put on dry
dition of the territory under him. As clothes over his wet flannels and
the brown-tail moths are now spreading staved on deck and
worked that
from New Brunswick to Connecticut, it schooner Into Portland harbor, the
has seemed unwise to me at this time to
men pumpln' clear greeu water out of
devote large sums to the care of this
the hold every minute of the way.
species except in the residential sections
"Now, that always seemed to me
and to keep the parks, street shade
a questrees, etc., clear. Rather, we have de- to be the reel thing. 'Twa'nt
voted most of our time to the more tion of savin' llfe-we coold have took
troublesome gypsy moth, as it is most to the boats and, nine chances out of
important to stop its spread at once. It teu got ashore all right, for 'twa nt
cannot be said what success the impor- very fur. But no. the skipper said lied
tation of the parasites will meet, and it
never lost a vessel for au owner ylt
will probably be five years before their
wa'n't goiu' to lose this one.
value can be well established. There is and he
Judas. No,
a most disquieting outlook in regard to And he didn't either, by
the woodlands of the state, for of the
"That was splendid!" exclaimed El28,000 acres of infested woodland, 14,000
We can hardly hope sie "I should like to bave kuowu
are badly infested.
to keep the streets and orchards clean that
captain. Who was he, Captain
where the woods are so infested, and
of
the
that forms the disquieting feature
the fust mate was Obed Simtask."—New England Homestead.
mons-he's dead now—but he used to
road towards Last
Ε. H. Webster of the dairy division of live over on the
Unrulss. The skipper-well, he was a
of
the U. S.

said, in the conrse of an interesting talk,
that while creameries should get all
the legitimate over-run they can, to
overdo this is a great mistake. Surplus
moisture is to be avoided. The federal
government is making constant effort to
work out new and better methods in

lady from Nantucket had discovered a
Bick chicken In the collection, and she
was holding It in her lap and at the
same time discoursing learnedly on the

■

········

High pressure of feeding plays an important part iu causing trouble with
our herds, yet I am aware that there are
under-fed than there are
more cows
over-fed. There is one redeeming thing,
however, about animals that are underfed. When they go to pasture in the
spring, if they get good feed, they will
reoover and generally do well, but the
animal that is over fed seldom ever
recovers or gets back to a normal and
Under a moderate
natural condit'on.
system of feeding we can feed our cows
all alike without injury, but under a
high pressure it requires an expert.
The weight, the age and the assimilative powers of each animal should be
carefully studied and considered. My
attention was called to a case of overfeeding a few days ago. A man was

and Captain Erl explained tnat he Dad
balled them because It was time to be
going If they wanted to get across to
the mainland without swimming. They
walked around to the back door of the
station and there found Mrs. Snow and
Captain Davis by ibe hen yard. Ibe

CAP'N ERI

freely.

I don't want to be understood that a
tie-up will cause disease, if prop- dairy practice, one particular field for
erly ventilated, because I do not think it experiment having been in relation to
will, but if your tie-up is close and the keeping qualities of butter and
warm, and poorly ventilated, and filled cheese.
The consumption of butter is
with cattle, and if there are any disease on the increase, and not enough is begerms lurking around, such conditions ing produced. Not enough cheese is
will cause diseases to develop more
eaten, and five or six times as muoh
than under well ventilated conought to be consumed. The small
itions.
amount may be due to the quality proThere is no necessity of my laying duced. Good butter is the best weapon
down any specific rules. In ventilatiug to
fight oleomargarine with. If poor
our stables, there are many practical butter is
produced, it places the weapon
devices, which must be worked out in the hands of the oleomargarine
from an economical standpoint by tak- manufacturers. What the Department
ing into consideration the different con- of Agriculture is able to do for the dairy
struction of our barns, and other con- interests
depends on the assistance it
ditions. But let us figure for a moment.
gets from the dairymen.
60
feet
close
Take one of these
tie-ups,
long, 12 feet deep, and 7 feet high, and
The Ν. H. Dairy School.
Such a
we have 5,040 feet of air space.
The New Hampshire college at Durthis
will
tie
gives
cows;
twenty
tie-up
ham announces its 11th annual dairy
each cow 250 cubic feet of air. Now, if
scbodl, which will be In session during
out
no
can
air
is
and
close
get
your tie-up
the coming winter. The school will
and no fresh air get in, this is certainly a
The studies offered
on Jan. 9.
bad condition of things, simply because a open
include stock breeding and stock feeding,
cow will breat he t his amount of air over at
milk and butter production, milk testleast five time· during a loug winter night
bacteriology, boilers and
My experience leads me to believe that ing, dairy
etc., etc. Every member of
we must give more attention to the engines,
last year's class who passed a satisfacventilation of our stables. There is one
at the close of the
to
mention. ▲ certain tory examination
case I wish
school received the offer of a good
the
of
his
a
number
lost
cows,
dairyman
within ten days1 time. The
disease being tuberouloais. The barn position
increased earning capacity of a graduate
was constructed with the floor running
of this school has in many instances
through the centre cross vise, and there
all expenses within a few months,
was a tie-up at each end; one waa a paid
and opened the way for a broader and
close one, and the other an open one,
more useful career.
the cattle standing with their faces to
Write for descriptive catalogue to-day
the open floor. The cattle in the close
or order one sent to some bright farmer
tie-up were found to be all diseased, and boy.
those in the open one were all sound.
It is not my intention to discuss tuberCaution la Soil Treatment
culosis at this time, but to try to impress
In commenting upon the new soil inupon the dairymen the necessity for havA. F. Woods, one of
ing better sanitary conditions around oculation process
for all kinds of diseases the experts of the department of agriour
warm

us
cellars,
Pulp Wood the com- Many of there
is more or lesa magenerally
Correspondence solicited. nure
stored there, causing imparities to

All kind· of

ing

·«····«·

The history of the live stock industry
shows that we started in 1884 with
about one hundred thousand milch cows
and in 1904, twenty years later, we bad
increased in numbers to three hundred
thousand. I see by the State Assessors'
Keport that we lost somewhat this last
year, but that is no evidence that the
dairy interests are on the wane, for
there are no two years on record that the
number of cows are reported alike.
Conditions make changes in our live
stock the same as different conditions
change other agricultural lines of industry. For instance, once in every few
years, our hay crop is cut short, obliging many farmers to dispose of a portion of their stock. Then again, the
market for milch cows in other New
England states is much better some
years than in others. In 11*01, there
were over thirteen thousand cows shipped out of Maine for milking purposes,
and in 1903 eleven thousand five hundred. So we see that a few cows less
in a certain year does not prove that we
are losing, if the heifers are coming to
fill their places.
The State of Maine na* become a dairy
state, with its high-bred, heavy-producing dairy herds, and in my opinion, we
have as good a line of dairy stock as any
state in the Union. But in obtaining
this stock, we have changed our breeds,
the feed and the habitation of our cattle,
and there is a vast difference between
handling a tine-cut cream or milk producing cow than the old-fashioned,
hardy. rustliDg, common-purpose cow
which we used to deal with. Âud we
should bear in mind that we have been
for the last twenty-five years breeding
while
up our herds, endeavoring all the
to obtain a higher type dairy cow, and
it seems to be a fact that as we breed up
the producing qualities we breed down
the constitution—or, put it in another
way, if you please, the higher the type
the larger the producer, the more strain
upon the constitution; and the more
delicate the animal, and the mure susceptible to diseases.
The law that was passed by the last
legislature, through the influence of the
Dairy Association, holds you down to
the tuberculin test, and obliges you to
deliver only healthy animals when purchased from you. At first, this seemed
to be a little bard ou the breeders who
were breeding cattle for sale, and some
complained that it was a discrimination
between the pure blood breeds and the
common breeds of cattle, but that sentiment seems to be passing away, and the
majority of the breeders are living up to
the law in good faith, and are doing all
in their power to satisfy their customers.
The success of the dairy interest in the
future will depend largely upon the
health and condition of our herds. No
dairy herd can be profitable unless

more
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LATKST DFftWK IN THHF.K PIECE SKI Of
HAND Ι.ΜΙΙΙΚίΐυΚΗΚΠ UNUEUWtAU.
women

whose outward bearing is sug-

gestive of
hovering

un

over

underlying exqulsl teiic*·
these

c

muter*.

Certainly fashions in lingerie cannot
l>e caught n passant. and there fx no
better way of picking lip pretty ideas
than by studying the handiwork of the
French embroiderer* and clever needlewomen to be found in the large store*

where such things arc handled.
Seen in one shop were Bets of three
pieces in Ijjxcs. delightfully pretty holiday gifts, made of the softest French
uainsoik, each piece delicately hand
embroidered in the daintiest pattern*
imaginable, with Just enough embroidA very
ery upon them, and no more.
set was embroidered In a star

lovely
jasmine pattern, gracefully designed
around the low round neck of the nightdress and chemise, both of which were
linished with the tiniest hand embroidered scallops with embroidered dot in
the center.

About an inch below the

In
scallops were embroidered eyelets
which
pair* quite far apart, through
In
blue wash ribbon was run and tied

of
smart bow in front. The bottoms
the full pantalettes were finished with
in the cena deep hand scalloped ruffle,
Indian Summer.
a spray
ter of which was embroidered
of
short
tb«·
spoil
Indian summer is
of the jasmine design. Not a machine
acwarm days in October or November
stitch was on one of these garment*,
centuated by tlie first eliill of autuinu even the hem of the nightdress being
which bas preceded it. Sometimes il
That three pieces of
li is done by hand.
lasts as long as a for I night, and it
so tincly handmade cau lie
underwear
been observed to recur twice or thrice
bought for $S.75 makes one buy them,
iu α season, though this is <iuitc rare.
but in d ting so marvel at the cheapuese
the
of
An atmospheric phenomenon
toll*
of labor an.1 pity the woman who
name of
same nature has received the
work.
such
at
"St.
"St. Luke's summer" iu Germany.
was
A dainty pair of hose supporter*
.Martin's summer" in England, the
over
made of pink satin ribbon, fulled
and
18
Oct.
saints
being
feasts of 11:ose
the elastic, the upper portion beiug
The name Iu
Nov. 11 respectively.
and forming a sachet, tinished at
plain
oridian summer is of an unidentified
and liottom with pink ribbon rotop
it
that
It bas been established
gin.
Over the ribbon were
sette bows.
does not appear on any record earlier
hand
paiuted violets, and
scattered
tiny
it
than 171*4, but when first recorded
was of violet and orris.
The use the sachet used
was as a term Iu geueral use.
This pair was $1.75.
of the expression iu 1778 by Horace
An equally pretty pair, costing about
torriil
the
to
Walpole clearly referred
was made of Dresden rlbbou, finhalf,
to
not
summer of the West Iudlc3 and
with bows, and upon a white
ished
this pleasant period of the northern
were tiny hand painted forgetroepair
autumn.
nots.
Flower scattered silk hose are tre·
The Satn ii ut the (iretka.
popular for evening and
meudously
The («reek conception « f the evil one. house wear, one of the newest design*
whom they call Yama, makes that per- being a single half blown rose emof the
sonage one of the most sataulc
broidered over the instep of black silk
According to their
whole evil tribe.
of finest quality.
and
miles
high
240
is
ideas of biui, he
Worn with black suede or pateut
the hairs on bis body stand out like feather house shoes or slipper* these
He
side.
palm trees on a mouutaiu
embroidered effects are particularly
punishes the doomed being submitted charming with pretty house or evening
to bis charge by putting them in beds
gowns and are a welcome change from
of boiling oil, sawing their bodies in
the same old black.
oars
In
their
lend
molten
two, pouriug
[Our readers may have any question
as
pulling
and such other little pranks
concerning fashion or fabrics answered
nails
out their tongues, toe and linger
without change by Ri-ne Deveraux, the
and gouging out their eyes. He Is a fashion expert, by addressing Rene Dev·
P. O. Bos 2«M>, Madison Square,
heartless oid llond of the nio.it fiendish *rauK.
•lew York, Inclosing stamp for reply.]
kind an.l h:is many other ex:jt:'s!te lit
tie torture» hdl lip fur Hie helpless
The Common Mistake.
wrote!» consigned to his "chamlier of
"Bllggins says that when be went to

horrors."

Scrofula

acquired,
though generally inherited.

h very often

Badhygiene, foul air, impure

water, are among its causes.
It it called "the tofl for
tuberclea," and where it il
allowed to remain tuberculose or consumption it

pretty

lore to take root.

Hood'sSarsaparQU

Ramovee «vary trace of
tarofaku Cet Hood's.

if*

oo Sa-oM·, No.
CL Hoot Co, UnmI, Met»,

•Mi lor Book

a

school he was one of the brightest boy·
In his class."
"Yes," answered the sporting man;
"that's where so many of ua fall down
—getting out of our class."—Washington Star.

A Vast Dlffereaee.

She—Mr. Riche says very bitter
things about those lazy sons of bis, bat
his wife I* always making excuses for
He—Ye*, she makes excuse·,
them.
but be has to make allowances for
them. That's what angers him.

Thoughts go
(kmc* go f->rt!i
habit*, habits
character flxea
wards.

forth to purposes, purIn actions, actions form
decide character, and
our destiny.—Tryon Ed-

There are but few proverbial sayings
are uot true, for they are all
drawn from experience itself, which Is
the mother of all scieuce.—Cervautes.

that

Wut Paris.
BackfMd.
The four-act drams "Valley Farm1'
The funeral of Mr*. Β. B. Gerrleh waa
attended Deo. 16, by Rev. B. F. Turner will be played for the benefit of the
Φχίοχά Democrat,
of Brunswick. He being ft former pa·· Universalist Good Will Society on FriALL
IN
WEEK
OF
THE
THE
DOINaS
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
tor here, it wu by reqneet of the de- day evening, Deo. 29, at Dunham Hall
ceased, when she became aware of her with the following cast of characters:
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
New Yorker,
approaching end. There were many Harold Rut ledge, a youngClarence
SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, DEC. 26, 1906.
B- Bldlon. J
flowers furnished by friends and the
Deane, a eon of the soil, John L. Marshall.
Perry
Paris Hill.
several organizations of which she was David Hlldreth, a New York lawyer,
Herman H. Wardwell.
an esteemed member.
Valley Farm,
ATWOOD A FORBES, First Baptist Church, Κβτ. Κ. Ο. Taylor, pastor
Solon C. Tuttle, a farmer living about Sllaa Holcomb, owner ofCharles
F. Bartlen.
Preaching every Sunday at 10:46 A. M. Sum lay a mile out, passed away Dec. 18, after a Aztrlah Keep, a clock tinker, ..Luther M. Irish.
Editor· tad Proprietor*.
Sabbath Evening Service at
School at 12 M.
mansion,
was
at
the
He
of
a
servant
Butledge
at 63 years
Jennings,
age.
7:30 r. m. Y. P. 8. C. K. Tuesday evening. long decline,
Merton Hammond.
A. E. ITOUES.
UBOMI M. ATWOOD.
His funerPïayer Meetlug Thursday evening atτ 50. Cove- a good neighbor and citizen.
Holcomb, a country flower transplantnant Meeting the last rrl>iay Before the 1st al was attended by Rev. Eleanor B. Hetty
Elisabeth w. Irish.
ed to city soil
All not
ESTABLISHED 18SS.

£The

THE OXFORD BEARS.

Sunday of the month at 3:30 T. M.
Forbes.
Ttuu —#1.50 a year If paid strictly la advance. otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
And yet another, Dec. 19, Mrs. Olive
Otherwise 93.00 a year. Single copie· 4 cent·
Universalis! Church.
Sunday School every
Sunday at 10:4S A. M.
Hutchinson, widow of the late Dea. RodAdtkktiskmkxts:—All legal advertisement*
Hutch insou, who died 16 years ago.
are given three conseetlve insertion· for tl.3"
Christmas was observed by the Baptiet ney was a woman
She
highly spoken of by
per inch In length of column. Special contract^
a supper in Cumwith
School
advertl·
Sunday
and
ma>le with local, transient
yearly
ber former neighbors and friends. She
en.
mings Hall Saturday evening. After leaves one sun with whom she has lived,
some readings were given
Jo» Puirroe —New type, fast presses, steam the supper
and two daughters,
Parie. B. Â. Hutchinson,
power, experienced workmen and low price* by Miss Gladys I. Bonney of South
Mrs. Ailen of Hartford, and Mrs. Davis
combine to make this department of oar basl
were very well received, and Miss
They
was at the
funeral
The
of Auburn.
ne·· complete and popular.
Bonney was highly complimented. A
church Thursday, Rev. Mr.
Baptist
later.
was
time
enjoyed
general good
She had been a
Athearn officiating.
Arthur Cole returned from the hospital
Coming Events.
member of this church nearly 50 years,
the
well,
stood
He
journey
Saturday.
her age being S2 years.
and is in good spirits.
Jan A—Oiford Pomona Grange, Norway.
Mrs. Lydia Whitten, who was run
Benjie Doe was at home from Port- down by a team, is improving well.
land for Christmas.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
James Kerr of Rumford Falls has been
Miss Mary A. Pierce will start Wedin town. He was the contractor who
of
several
a
nesday of this week for stay
Why Buy McClure'e?
did the work on the M. E. church and
Boot· for Winter Wear.
weeks with friends in Boston and vicin- the new dam for the
Withington brush
Diaries, Ac.
ity.
Old Trousers.
works.
of
the
Universalist
the
Under
auspices
Ladles' Specialty Store.
F. P. Withington has gone to Portland
Start the New Year Right.
Sunday School, a Mother Goose party to receive hospital treatment.
Men'· Clothing.
Frinext
Hall
at
will
be
Academy
given
Sleigh Heaters.
Passing along the stret we witnessed a
in
First Mark-down
day evening. All are invited to come
Dell and young chum
rare occurrence.
Cold Keet or Chilblains.
costume representing some character had secured a
job to saw a cord of wood.
Prospectus of the Eastern Argus.
Admission will be
Goose.
Mother
from
Probate Notice·.
"Put it in the paper," said Dell, "that
free to scholars of the Sunday School,
5 Notice· of Appointment.
this is our last appearance before the
Notice.
for others 10 cents.
Notice of Bankruptcy.
Miss Julia C. Snow has gone to Bos- public."
Wife has made a recent trip to the
ton for the winter.
There having been so many reThere.
and
Here
Mrs. Caroline P. Harlow goes to Bos- city.
cent disappearances, I slyly wrote to
ton soon for a stay of a few weeks.
friends to have a grandson meet her at
Loren B. Merrill has leased the tourYou might think that it was an exthe depot. On her return I met her at
a term of
for
it
Mica
but
Mt.
at
mine
comic
maline
some
from
weekly,
tract
out before the train
add a the depot. Starting
isn't. It is a newspaper dispatch from ten years aud will next season
had started, and coming near the crossthe
to
the
drill
that
equipment.
steam
midshipmen
operating
Annapolis, stating
ing. with my bead down, oblivious to all
of the first class at the Naval Academy
George M. Atwood and family spent surroundings, just as I was going to step
have notified the fourth classmen who Christmas with relatives at Dixheld.
on the track, with the train but a few
are being called as witnesses before the
By the will of the late Dr. Augustus feet away, wife screamed and grabbed
board of investigation that they may C. Hamlin of Bangor, the Hamlin me and
pulled me back. No I was not
receives
answer fully and freely all questions put Memorial Library of this village
at all frightened, but wife and Dot
to them! Some of the traditions of the a bequest of five thousand dollars.
Bridgham, who was along, were greatly
Maurice N'ewton moved Monday to the
Naval Academy are getting rudely jarred,
stirred up. Another local spoiled.
these days.
place south of the village that he reWm. Gregg of Andover, Frank Barcently purchased.
rett of Sumuer, and Geo. Record were
of
Maine,
A. Guy Bennett, University
So far as the public knows. Congressman
speeding colts on the streets a few days
ever 'Otf, was at home to spend Christmas with
Longwurth is the only sane man whothehasothers
since. Barrett and Record have some exAll
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Benproposed to Miss Rooseveltceptionally fast ones.
were arrested —Portland Advertiser.
nett.
Daniel Fletcher of Peru has been visitNever heard of the Sultan of Sulu
ing old-time friends.
Bethel.
being arrested.
Romanzo Dean has been in town reDr. G. L. Sturdivant and family have
cently.
and
Tibbetts
Dr.
and
counthis
Y'armouth
in
to
murders
of
The number
gone
Rev. Mr. Pottle spoke in the interest
than family have arrived and taken rooms at
of the W. C. T. U. at the Methodist
try is said to have decreased more
is
house
their
until
Whether
Hotel
ten
the
Prospect
2000 during
years.
past
church Sunday evening.
Maine bas helped to keep the average ready.
Lovell.
Tuesday, the W. C. T. U. met with
down during the past year is another
Mrs. Billings. The subject was promiMrs. Abby Charles and Miss H. Ella
question.
work
nent women in the YV. C. T. U.
Charles have closed their house and
and Mrs. Mason spoke very interestingly
for the winter.
A Kennebec County paper has dis- of Frances Willard, Mary Livermore, gone to Massachusetts
Fred W. Brown, who is on the sick
covered that there is one boy in that
and
Slack
Somerset,
Agnes
Lady Henry
is not as well at present.
county who is a victim of the pest card many more of national and state repu- list,
Stephen Buzzell of Fryeburg is drivcraze, but as he has accumulated only tation.
ing team for X. F. Fox, and Charles
1500, it can't be regarded as a very bad
The Eastern Star has elected the fol- Mason of
Fryeburg takes his place on
case of insanity.
officers:
lowing
the noon stage.
W. M .-Fannie Billings.
Cutting and drawing ice from the
W. P.—Davis Lovçjoy.
President Butler of Columbia enunvillage pond is now in order.
Asst. M .—lane Glbtton.
ciates one of the two really sound arguSec.—Joan Stearns Kllborn.
Logging on the different lots is begun.
Treat».—Matilda Wl'ey.
ments against college football when be
Owen C. Eastman, master of Suncook
Conductor—Annie Young.
says, in a letter to the college daily,
Grange, and Lewis E. McAllister, master
A«l. Conductor—Minnie Frost.
"The game which this committee bas
the of Kezar Lake Grange, are attending the
from
home
at
is
Richardson
Alton
developed is not a sport, but a profes- U. of M.
State Grange at Bangor this week.
spending the vacation with his
sion. It can be participated in only by
student
parents.
the merest fraction of the
body."
East Hebron.
Helen Bisbee is at home from Boston
Football has its opponents and its deweather is the general theme.
vacation with
Cold
the
Christmas
reathe
spending
and
the
argument
fenders, and
No one wishes for more cold than we
her mother, Mrs. Fannie Bisbee.
son are not all on one side, although
The Free Masons installed the fol- have already realized.
some of the advocates seem to think
Mr. C. F. McKenney celebrated his
officers:
they are. After all is said, there are two lowing
birthday last Saturday.
W. M.-E. 9. Kllborn
eighty-third
of
out
not
be
that
can
put
objections
S. W —I. H. Wight.
Mr. and Mrs. Hodedon furnished as
sight, against the game as now played.
W
J
—a c. Frost.
luxurious a dinner as could be made,
One is the element of danger, be the
Sec.—H. C Howe.
and confectionery of various kinds from
Treas.—Ε. II Young.
same more or less, and the other is that
S. D.—1>. G. Loveioy.
his two grandsons, Melvin and Perley,
given by President Butler. Football J. D Λ. Vamlenkerchhoven.
who were present, made Mr. McKenney
gives extreme development to a certain Chap.—J. R.H. Barrows.
enjoy the day still better. Although he
Mar —G.
Wiley.
fraction of the students. It does not
S. S.—Barton Smith.
has been quite feeble the past week, the
provide wholesome physical training for J. S.—C. H. Davie.
joy of that day changed his looks to a
the body of students, or even for the
Tyler— Kobert Bennett.
few years younger than before.
greater part of them. And yet for a Preceding the installation a pleasing
George Conant has a number of men at
number of weeks every year it absorbs program was given consisting of music
work in the woods ou what is known as
the attention of the student body and the by a double quartette, composed of Jenthe Allen farm, now owned by Wilson
public as being the hub around which nie Gibson, Mrs. Wight, Alice Russell, Conant, cutting the wood off.
revolves.
institution
C.
J.
the
Bessie Andrews, A. D. Colson,
The wood cut from Albert Merrill's
Billings. I)r. Wight and Rev. F. E. Bar- woods is being hauled to the station to
and
Miss
Agnes Barton;
A remarkable quilt sold at a recent ton; reading by
send to market.
Sweet Day," by Mrs.
fair in Saco contained 63Ô7 pieces, and a solo, "Good-bye,
A Christmas tree in Grange Hall, with
the
installation
the
After
E.
S.
Kilborn.
by a successful scheme of sale it brought Masons and friends were served supper the usual exercises, is the report.
Perhaps it
.20 into the treasury.
II. A. Record recently butchered his
of the Universalist Society
would be unkind to suggest that that by the ladies
hog, said to be very large.
room.
their
church
in
dining
Charles DeCosta's youngest daughter
price represents almost three-quarters
Many of the students of the academy is now at home with her father and
of a cent for the work and material in
rethe
for
Christmas
home
have
gone
each piece in the quilt.
brothers.
—

cess.

Two decisions recently handed down
b> the law court are of special interest
as defining the liability of certain corporations. In a case against a railroad
the court cites the fact that persons
walking upon the track are trespassers,
even if not proeecuted by the railroad
for ao doing, and that they are bound to
apprehend that locomotives may be approaching and to keep a constant lookout for them. Engineers are not bound
to stop or even slacken speed merely
from the fact that persons are walking
on the track, but have the right to assume that such persons are aware of the
approach of the engine and engineers are
not bound to use all possible effort to
stop the engine until the; have reason
to believe that such persous are actually not aware of the approach of the
locomotive.

In the other case, against an agricultural society, it is declared that such
a society is bound to use reasonable care
in keeping its grounds safe for visitors,
and when such a society, even by implication, invitee its patrons to cross the
racing track to reach the space enclosed
by the track, it is bound to use reasonable care to keep the track safe* that
"A patron of such fair, while crossing
the racing track by invitation of the
society, express or implied, is not bound
to be as watchful for teams approaching
along the track as he would be in crossing a public road. He may assume that
the society is using reasonable care to
keep the track clear of such teams."
All sorts of stories are told as to
whether there is or is not to be a coal
strike when the present
agreement
terminates next spring. At any rate
If there is a strike
one thing is certain.
it will come in April, and we shall have
a good long summer to prepare for the
next winter and dread it.
Annual Meeting of the State Orange.
The State Grange held its annual meeting in Bangor last week, the sessions
opening on Tuesday and closing Thursday night. There was an attendance of
several hundred.
State Master Gardner made his annual
report on the tirst day of the meeting.
From the statistics given in his report it
appears that there have been organized
during the year two Pomona Granges,
making a total of twenty-six Pomonas
now organized in th*e sixteen counties of
the state. Up to the close of the grange
30, there had also been
year. Sept.
organized fourteen new subordinate
granges, and two had been reorganized,
making 389 granges in the state at the
close of the year. Since that time several
new granges have been organized and
many additions to the membership have
been made. The gain for the year was
3222, which made the membership at the
close of the year 4S.688, and with the increase since that time, the total membership now is substantially 50,000.
During the eight years which Mr.
Gardner has been jnas^r he has dedicated seventy-six grange halls, and Maine
now stands at the head as regards the
number of grange halls owned by the
granges, as compared with any other
state ia the Union.
By an actual inventory of the property there is now invested in grange homes in Maine the sum of
1814,000. Master Gardner's report dealt
with matters of legislation in which the
grange is interested, as well as other
matters, at some length.
At the election of officers on Wednesday, Hon. Obadiah Gardner of Rockland, who has been master for four terms
of two years each, was re-elected. On
the first ballot Mr. Gardner received
260 votes, C. S. Stetson of Greene 152,
J. A. Roberts of Norway 99, Boyden
Bearce of Kddington 22, and R. D. LeavThere was no choice,
Itt of Turner 2
bat on the second ballot Mr. Gardner
was elected.
Boyden Bearce of Kddington was chosen overseer, W. J. Thompson of China lecturer, and C. W. Benson
of Saaford steward.
The sixth degree was conferred on 300

oaadWUtee.

Miss Carver, one of the academy
teachers, went to Augusta Friday after-

noon

to

spend

Christmas

with

East Sumner.
Christmas passed off quietly, the
churches uniting io its observance at the
Congregational church.
Chas. II. Bonnev and wife and W. H.
Eastman represented Union Grange at
the State Orange at Bangor last week.
Union Grange will give a supper and
entertainment at their hall on Thursday
evening, Dec. 28th.
Wanted—In the vicinity of Black
Mountain by Nate Morrill, some, so
called, sportsmen that have intelligence
enough to tell an ox from a rabbit or
striped squirrel, or else go armed with
tail flag. Such experts as have
a cat
been there need to practice Sring at the
full moon a while. We expect to hear
of some inspired idiot now in close time
to shoot at a deer thinking it to be a

her

mother.
The Universalist church will observe
communion next Sabbath morning and
exercises appropriate to the day will be
observed, among which will be the
Priceless Gift, rendered in music and
recitations.
Special music will be held in all of the
churches Sunday and Christmas evening
there will be supper and trees for young
and old.
Greenwood.
That instinct has anything to do about
the deer being more tame and venturing
nearer the habitation of man since close
time, is hardly admissible; and yet they
do that very thing.
A recent incident reminds us of a
story a man onee told in our bearing
about himself; ho admitted having taken
too freely of the Indian's firewater, and
just at night bought what he supposed
These he
to be a pair of good horses.
put into the stable, blanketed each one,
and after feeding liberally he went into
the house feeling that for once he had
made a good trade. The next morning
he went out bright and early to fodder
up and inspect his team in a stronger
light, and under more favorable circumstances, when instead of finding a tine
span of horses there, he saw nothing but
one old superannuated horse, having on
The man said this was
two blankets.
quite beyond his comprehension until
he happened to think that when he
made the purchase the day before, somehow everything appeared double, and
looked much finer than it really was.
He sold the horse a few days later on for
a mere trifle for fox bait, and was glad
to get rid of him at that rate. However
much fiction this story contains it points
out a good mora), which briefly stated is
—keep sober.
Allon Cole gathered in hi· traps and
carried his fur to Auburn last week, the
whole catch amounting to within a trifle
of 990. The animals caught were 24
weasel, four
foxes, one mink, one
skunks, three coons and one muskrat.
He caught one fox by his hind leg and
wonders how he managed to get into the
trap. Mr. Cole was so fortunate as to
get one deer, and in a somewhat singular
manner; be struck a track one day and
soon overtook the animal lying down
When discoverand apparently asleep.
ed he was within a few rods of him, and
at first thought he was dead, seeing no
motion and his head turned back against
his side; on watching him a few moments, however, he saw on· ear move,
when he thought it was time to act,
which he did, killing the animal almost
instantly. That was what might be called good luck, and what very few met
with during the season.
We came very near losing our sleighing in consequence of the warm weather;
but to-day it is being restored again, at
least in part.
Mrs. Chan. B. Brooks is sick with
pneumonia, and her recovery is thought
to be doubtful. Dr. Packard la attending her.

j

David Hlldreth.
Grace M. Mile·.
Mrs. Butledge, Harold's mother, Bertha A. Cole.
sister of
Silas,
AI vira
Ho'comb, a
Mildred F. Davis.
Lizzie Ann Tucker, who borrows, but never
Cora D. Lnrvey.
gossips,
hired
girl at the farm,
Verbena,
LI η η le F. Marshall.

Isabel

Carney,

a

niece to

The specialties between acts will consist
of songs by Mrs. F. S. Farnum and Miss
Alice Barden, a comedy song in character costume by Miss Madge and Master
Ivau Tuell, and instrumental music by
Mm. Wardwell and Miss Lane on the
piano and Miss Brown violin. Doors
at 8. Adopen at 7 o'clock, curtain
mission 25 cents. Children 10 cents.
will go for the benefit of
The

proceeds

the new Universalist church.
Mrs. W. F. Willie went last Wednesday to Portland to a Christmas gathering with relatives.
W. H. Adams and Elisha Emery recently returned from Otisfield where
they have been doing carpenter work.a
Mr. Adams expects to remain for
while with his sister, Mrs. C. Howard
Line.
Home Guard Commandery, No. 487,
elected the following
U. O. 6. C.,
officers at their regular meeting last I

Friday evening;

C.—Jennie M. Brown.
V. N. C—C. Howard Lane.
W. 1'relate— Mrs. Mary E. Bucknam
Mr9 L,zz,e E- Lane.
Κ Κ of Κ
Treasurer—Mrs. Mary G. Bradbury.
W. H.—Geo. L. Hrlggs.
W. I. G.—Cynthia AT Abbott.
W. O. G —Addison J. Abbott.
N.

j

ewjoni· re-

clïafs,

that the water In the river ie

made impure.

thereby nearly

Illinois

ao—but for

president,

Miss

Brehm.

For

the presidency,
woods. Tuesday afternoon he went Stevens' election to
the head, and her
down into his woods to chop fire wo<>d Miss Dow has stood at
and returned in about one half hour η a going away on the eve of our departure
her loss more
terrible condition. No one has a clear for Lob Angeles made
to go,
understanding of just how the accident heavily felt. She had expected
securhannened
Mr. Daniels said he lodged her section in the official car was
and she did not give it up till the
am "à »■ getting it down it sprung ed,
loss in
back and hit him. His injuries seemed very last. Miaa Dow will be a
the State.
to be wholly in bis bowels. He lived the National a3 well aa
in
Maine did not make the 500
about 36 hours. He is survived by
membership, ao was not entitled to be
widow and son.
in, on Jubilee night We all regretted,
"The task of taking down, removing especially Mrs. Stevena, that we were
brica
three
a
and putting together
story
not up to the mark, but should not have
building is something that has not been joined in the festivities, out of respect
done before in Portland," stated Charles to Miaa Dow.
Bartlett, the foreman in charge of the
Next year the convention comes to
work that transplanted, so to speak, the New
England, will be held in Hartford,
Kennard house from Federal toWe®* Conn., and Mra. Stevens is already
Street. The house was purchased by appealing to the Unions of the State to
Ammi Whitney at the auction sale of make heroic efforts to increase our numthe new properties on the «te of the ber of unions, and also the membership
Enoch W. of these now at work. How about Oxnew County Court House.
Hunt, the contractor, was given the ford County? Can not we "arise and
work to remove the structure from its shine"?
resting place of 20 years to its new home
One could but be impressed with the

gain

—

—

ing

to the original plans of the house.
Onward Rebekah Lodge elected officers
and masonry were, also, cartat their regular meeting last week. The bricks
to the present place. The work ο
They will have a supper for the lodge at ed
was completed in three
their next meeting on Tuesday evening, tearing down
The present house on West
Jan. 2, when the officers will be in- weeks
looks exactly like the former
stalled.
and the
Several in the vicinity are sick with Kennard home on Federal Street
even to the
colds. Mrs. Harry Holden has been former plans were followed,
of the steam radiators, but bequite ill for several days. Mr. Holden's setting
sides replacing, Mr. Whitney has added
sister is with them.
in the former
Miss Lola A. Lane and Miss Cora anew ell. The bricks
structure were used with new face
Dexter are at home.
to be in
Miss Ethel M. Howe is teaching school bricke; the timbers were found
a piece of
for a few weeks in the Richardson Hol- perfect condition, and not
wood work had to be discarded, all below district in Greenwood.
state of preservaF. L. Wyman and Ε. E. Field attended ine in the best possible
tion. And today the owner has a structhe State Grange at Bangor last week.
have been built for
Miss Clara Paine of Minneapolis, ture which could not
of dollars more than
Minn., is at the home of Mr. and Mrs. several thousands
him. This fact is
P. J. Miles. Miss Paine arrived a few it has cost
in the cost of lum
weeks ago and intends to remain through due to the increase
the price
the winter, and will assist some in the ber, which is nearly double
that it was when Charles A. Kennanl
store.
had constructed the house some 20
years ago. In the tearing down, carting
Newry.
and rebuilding not a thing was damaged
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Allen are at Banwhich reflecte considerable credit on Mr.
gor this week attending the Maine State Hunt. The house was
put together in
Grange convened at that place, as dele- less than 20 weeks with a small crew of
gates from Bear River Grange.
sometimes there were three me
We are in the midst of the worst driv- men,
other times four to five men.
Moet ac- at work;
ing snow storm of the season.
its
ceptable to the lumbermen, though
A Qood Holsteln Herd.
severity drove them from the woods at
[n a recent issue of the Democrat I
10 A. m., to-day, Dec. 21st.
noticed the announcement of the sale oi
The Christmas holidays are approachthe entire herd of Holstein
a
all
for
wieh
we
and
earnestly
ing
W. Dunham of North Pans, to Arthur
Christmas."
"Merry
(or G. A.) Chandler of West Sumner,
calves in lot.
seven in number, two
Locke's Mills.

Street'

principally

Price $400. As some of your readers
A Christmas tree at the Union church
it quite a long price I thonght
with an interesting thought
I would give them some idea of their
programme.
value. As was stated there were seven
L. C. Trask and Clinton Littlefleld are
in number, six oldest female, youngest
among the latest to have telephones.
The oldest one name Annie
one male.
W. H. Farnham, who has been canvass- ▲ nrtrAw*
four vears old Oct. l, lwo»
ing near Bangor for the past two color more than half whiteι with black
mouths, is at home for the Christmas
last calf Nov. 28, 11)04,
spots,
holidays. His partner, A. S. Cole of due to dropped
freshen last of February next,
New
to
has
Hampshire
Albany,
gone
and Massachusetts to spend them with
name
Treva, three
his grandchildren.
years old Jan. 10, 1905, color nearly like
advantaken
have
a
Quite good many
first one, dropped last calf April 9, 190ο,
tage of the cheap rates to visit Norway
farrow, girth 6 ft. 2 in.
j_
and South Paris this week.
.Next younger, name Auoan ueis.01,
Mrs. W. H. Farnham spent the Lewiscolor
Feb.
old
three
raoetly
5,1905,
years
ton and Auburn merchants' week with
black with white markinge, dropped tiret
her people in Auburn.
calf May 11, 1904, due to freshand
only
Ladies' Union Circle meets with Mrs.
en first of February next, girth β ft. 3 in.
Chas. Stowell Thursday afternoon, Dec.
Next younger, name Linnie DeKol,
28th.
color nearly like last, two years old
East Bethel.
April 13, 1905, dropped her first and
x
calf April 3, 1905, giving 12 quarts
Merry Christmas and a Happy New only
of milk a day, farrow, girth 5 ft. 11 in.
Year to all.
Next younger, nameCarlla DeKol, two
Mrs. S. L. Howard haa started on ber
old Oct. 12, 1905, color nearly like
years
to
borne
California.
return
due to freshen first of February
Mr. N. P. Swan bas gone to Boston for last,
next, girth β ft. 3 in.
a few weeks' vacation.
Toungest heifer, name Beulah DeKol,
Miss Etta Ricb recently visited lier
color mostly white with black spots, one
aunt, Mrs. J. L. Holt, in this place.
old Nov. 28, 1905, girth 5 ft. 3 in.
Tbe grange supper in tbe new ball, year
Bull calf, name Sir Lancelot, dropped
entertained by Mr. and Mrs. H. E. BartApril 9, 1905, color, about half white and
lett, was well attended, over twenty-one half
black, girth 4 ft. 10 in.
dollars was realized; dancing in the upThe four oldest ones have been giving
all.
was
ball
enjoyed by
per
one 12 months,
milk one 19

Monday evening

Nextfyounger,

months,

hope and trust of the officers and delegates, who witnessed the impressive

out-going and homeMorning, noon and at
could hear the song of praise or

services on the
coming trains.

eve one

the voice of prayer, sometimes in one car
and then in another.
The official party and many of the
delegates came home by the Grand Canyon, stopping there for a day or more.
A part of the Maine delegates were of
the number. It is too wonderful, too
vast for a pen like mine to describe.
Tour correspondent could but gaze and
be silent.
We are now face to face with the work
of another year. Maine ie the observed

Helen.

Oilead.

in honor of his sister up

Hebron.

Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Donham have gone
to Boston for the winter. a
Mrs. Fred Sturtevant spent Sunday at
her old home in New Sharon.
The Ladies' Circle gave a supper
Tuesday evening which was well at-

tended.

the

early

snow

and there was a fine bottom for
when it came.

FURIOUS FIGHTING.

"For seven years," writes Geo. W.
Hoffman, of Harper, Wash., "I had a
bitter battle, with chronio stomach and
liver trouble, but at last I won, and cured
my diseases, by the ua» of Electric Bitters. I unhesitatingly recommend them
to all, and don't intend in the future to
be without them in the house. They are
certainly a wonderful medicine to have
cured such a bad case as mine." Sold
under guarantee to do the same for you,
by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co. at 60o a bottle.
Try them to-day.

Brlggs' Wednesday.
Mlas Mary Harrar of Auburn is at
Congregational church, Rev. Dr.
mornIsaac Turner's.
Jam·· J. Q. Tarr, pastor. Sunday
ing worship at 10:45, with sermon by the | Harry Lowe is at work for M. E. Bentor, "Forgetting and Pressing on.", nett.
Κining worship at 7:00, subject, *'▲< M ias Bessie Turner had a party ToesNew Leaf." ▲ praise service will pre- day evening.
O. D. Warren bee been at work for
cede the sanaon. Ivery one is oordially
United totttsad.
Boom? and Book yarding logs.

their bowels

food,
regukeep
Dr. King's New Life Pills, their
Stoodwith
ana

a trial, why
pitch their camp onlv

around the prison?
We insist with the earnestness of a
profound conviction, that the gospel of
Jesus be admitted into the prison m a
remedial foroe. Wherever it has been
tried, it baa saved men, whether in the
slums of poverty, or in the habitudes of
sin. Open the prison doors to it. Let
it be heard to speak, in oorridor and in
cell, its mighty personal appeal to the
heart and conscience of the individual
Let it be ofas a force which oonverts.
fered to the man darkened and crushed
and hopeless, as a power in his life to
regenerate him and bring forth a new
man.—Chaplain Locke, Ohio Reforma-

tory.

Card of Thanks.
To the neighbors and friends who so
kindly ministered to the wanta of Mr·.
Gerrish through her long eicknese, and
the members of the different organizations to whloh she belonged for tneir
kindness In contributing flowers, we
wish to tender onr heartfelt thanks.
Β. E. Gkbbish.
(
▲ FEARFUL FATE.

Hkit Some of the Term· C'obmoi t·
Court Practice Mean.

To most persons the phrase "This In·
deuture wUnesseth" Is us much .Greek
as the other common phrase "Witness
my hand and seal." Yet both are relics
of a time when these legal forms carried with them a significance not ob-

taining at present.

Legal documents were once engrossed upon parchment because paper cost
The
so much more than dressed skin.
parchment was seldom trimmed exactly and the top was scalloped with
the knife; hence the term "This inEven where the lawyers
denture."

!*ave departed from the custom, still
obtaining In England, of using parchment for their legal forms the phrase

has been retained.
In the same way the signature of
"band and seal" Is a relic of those olden times when only clerks and the
clergy could wield the pen. It was the
custom for the contracting parties to
lay their hands upon the document In
token of g.xxl faith, and there remained
As these original thumb
a smudge.
marks were not easily identified, the
gentry added their seals for the purpose of further establishing the validity
of the document. It may not be generally known that a seal is still required
in law, though the need for It passed
with the spread of education, and the
bit of red paper affixed by the lawyer
is as necessary as the signature to cer-

the keenest interest.
That the W. C. T. U. will measure up
to ita responsibility is the hope of our
leader, and all interested. Mrs. Stevens
plans to be in the state in the spring,
and intends to be at the Oxford County
convention; this, of courae, provided
there are not more urgent demands.
She says that in helping retain our law,
she is working for the nation. May her
hands be stayed up by all temperance
societies and people.
M ks. E. A. G. Stick.vey,
161 Cabot St., Beverly, Mass., till
April, 1900.

THE WATER SPIRIT.
Oriiriii of Odd Belief» About ReacuIniC Drowning Peraoni.
In Great P.ritain the belief that you
must not rescue a drowning person is
most prevalent In Cornwall and variThe French
ous parts of Scotland.
sailor and the boatman of the Danube
bow to the decree, together with the
Russians, and let the people drown.
Dr. Taylor in his "Primitive Culture" declares this lingering fondness
for tills old ereed is beeause the water
spirit is angry at being despoiled of its

victim, and should the unlucky person

who has dared to frustrate him trust
himself to the water's power he will
drown as sure as fate.
The Bohemian fisherman shrinks
from snatching a drowning man from

the waters, fearing the water demon
will take away his luck In Ashing and
drown him before he gets to shore with
In Germany
the would be victim.
when some one is drowned they say,
"The river spirit claims its yearly sacrifice," or. "The nix has taken him."
The belief is current not alone In
those countries above mentioned, but
the Kamchatkans rather than help

a

out of the water would force him
under, and If he should escape to the
shore no one would dare receive him
into his house or dare to give him food.
He la supposed to be dead after once
falling into the water.
man

A Mifchtr Oeieit Wind.
The samlcl Is α hot, noxious electrical wind which pusses over tbe sandy
deserts of Arabia and Africa. It moves
with tbe quickness of lightning and
passes in narrow currents for a few
It deals instant
minutes at α time.
death to every man or beast happening
to face it. and it is said that it so decomposes tbem that their limbs fall
asunder. The approach of it is indicated bv thick haze in tbe horizon, and
travelers. If they have time, throw
themselves on their faces, with their
feet toward It, till It has passed. 'Hie

rc.'er to the Dunmow flitch. For many
centuries it was the custom at Dunmow, In England, to present a flitch of
bacon to a married couple of twenty
years' standing who would make oath
on the Scriptures that they had never
To come close to a
had a quarrel.
quarrel without an actual rupture was,
In the popular dialect, "to save one'·
bacon."

Every Bit a· Good.
"Have you a belt that will go about
my waist?" asked the young lady with
a smile as she entered the dry goods
store.
"No, but I have something Just as
good," replied the young man who formerly worked in a drug store.—Yonkers Statesman.
ETolatioa of m Joke.
"What becomes of a joke when It
gets too old for the almanac?"
'The theatrical programme gets it"
"And from there it's but a step to
the musical comedy, eh?"—Philadelphia Bulletin.

First Mark-down

Δ11 of our Suits, and Ladiès' and
Children's [Coats are marked at
iust ONE-HALF the regular price.
Here is your chance to

separate the lords of justice from their
vassals.
The entire phraseology of the bench
Is reminiscent of the earlier days, but,
having been proved projier, has been
retained.—Xew York Herald.

Children's

tlic SrvtTot Shock.

The absence of buildings of any size
and antiquity In Japan is ascribed to
tile destruction of them by the freqiient
earthquakes which occur. The only
structures which seem to be earthproof are the pagodas which are

quake

are

still more timbers are added on
to these. The whole forms an enormous pendulum which readies to within six inches of the ground. When the
shock of an earthquake rocks the pagoda the pendulum swings in unison and
keeps tl»e center of gravity always at
the base of tne framework. Conse-

lofty

the equilibrium of the pagoda
is never disturbed, and this is the explanation of the great age of many of
them, when from their height one
would suppose them to be peculiarly
to the effect of an earth-

$1.75 up.

one-fourth off from the regular

prices.

We have

short or

quite

number of

a

good values,

long, round or flat, price from 94c. up

Norway, Maine.
F.

F. A. SBfRTLEFF A CO.

SIIUKTK.KFF A CO.

A.

FOR

THE

and desk use,

Aooount Books
or

styles

We have them in all

pocket

able for office

WILL

YOU

YEAR

NEW

Diaries s

house

to

$2 each.

A great

5

variety

of

kinds and sizes suit-

Books, Blank Notes, Sta-

Receipt

use.

ioc.

NEED
and sizes for

Writing Materials of every kind.
tionery
Almanaos s Old Farmer's,
and

Farmer's,

Maine

and Leavitt's,

ioc.

each.

our many customers for their genof
the
past. We appreciate it and shall,
patronage
the
coming year, endeavor to so serve you that it
during
interest to continue to favor us with your
shall be for

We wish to thank

timbers which starts from a wide base
and is In Itself a substantial structure,
but it is rendered still more stable by
Iuside the framea peculiar device.
work and suspended from the apex is
a long, heavy balk of timber two feet

thick or more. This hangs from oue
end, and to the other end are bolted ut
each of the four sides four more heavy
timbers, aud if the pagoda be very

coats from

THE FURS

JAPANESE PAGODAS.
E*rthi|UiiL.c Proof «nil Able to Stand

few dollars

save a

and get a good style coat. We can show you
Ladies' coats from $2.50 to $7.50.

tain documents.
A court of law Is a reminiscence of
the time when justice sat in the open
courtyard, and the "dock" Is from a
German word meaning a receptacle,
while the "bar" Is a Welsh word
meaning a branch of a tree used to

observers.

It la a fearful fate to have to endure
troubles would all pass away. Prompt the terrible torture of Pile·. "I can
relief and quiok 'core for liver and truthfully aaj,M writea Harry Colson, of
If Satan could love he would ceu·
stomach trouole. 26o at F. A. Shurtleff Masonville, la., -'that for Blind, Bleed- to be wicked.-- St. Theresa.
Buok·
and
Protuding Piles,
ing, Itohing
Λ Co.'s. Guaranteed.
lea's Arnioa Salve la
the beat core
▲ spot la most seen on the flaeet
Dr. made." Also beat tor onta, bum· and
Glasses on weakly payments.
Panasatsr. Bead my ad.
laJurlM* Mo et F. L· ShorUafl à Co.'·. doth.—Qermaa Proverb.
ar

LEGAL PHRASEOLOGY.

There are
Shall we hold our erected before the temples.
which are 7U0 or 8U0
prohibitory law and go on to vigorous many pagodas
enforcement? This is what the nation years old and as solid as when first
waits to see. The result of the Sturgis built. There is a reason for this, and
bill, or law enforcement commission, it lies in their construction. A pagoda
which is a better term, ia watched with is
practically a framework of heavy
of all

other two 8 months. Will give a can
full of milk both night and morning
Mrs. E. R. Bennett went to Norway
that will put up four inches of cream to
chipmunk.
Tuesday, returning Saturday.
a can.
Mrs. Frank Coffin -went on the excurNorth Paris.
For feed am giving them what fairly
sion to Norway this week.
Severe colds are raging around here.
and green cut oats they will
a stand at good bay
Wheeler
has
U.
P.
bought
eat up clean twice a day. Those giving
Many are confined to the house because East
and is moving his goods
Deering
of them.
milk, two quarts of bran, one quart of
there at the present time.
Λ. D. Andrews is harvesting his ice.
and one and one-half pints of
one ie very busy getting ready middlings,
Every
to
returned
has
Littlehale
Ida
cottonseed night and morning.
Bryant's for Christmas.
They
The two-year-old
Tond. She is working for Ansel Dudare in fine condition.
Just snow enough bas come to make
the
than
is
milk
thinner
others,
ley.
for the coming holidays giving
Mrs. Carrie Marshall has gone back to good sleighing
as she has given a big flow of milk.
if it remains.
her home at West Paris.
Should like to have any one interested
man left
hired
E.
Richardson's
J.
sirocco is another blighting wind, which
6. A. Chandler.
call and see them.
Clayton Churchill is gathering cream
Wednesday.
here. He has taken Frank Keen's route
West Sumner, Maine.
prevails in Italy aud adjoining disfor the winter.
tricts about April. The West Indian
A PREACHER.
OP
TORTURE
in
Prison.
the
Force
A
New
Carrie Tuttle is visiting her sister,
hurricanes are of a totally different
Rev.
0.
D.
of
of
the
torture
The
Mrs. Frank Keen.
story
A New Force in the Prison is a condescription, being simply vortexes of
Lincoln Holmes is preparing to move Moore, pastor of the Baptist church of venient title for what I wish to say.
great force, and they have been known
will
interest
Ν.
the
Warren
as
Y.,
known
you.
his
to
on
seems
Harpersville,
which
farm,
The opinion
up
prevail to
blow heavy cannon out of a batter}·
"I suffered agonies, because of
He
with
this
says:
is
not
in
harmony
place.
everywhere
ten foot wall.
Benson Lowe's wife has returned a persistent cough, resulting from the title. It is thought that every applica- and carry a man over a
home from the hospital at Lewiston.
grippe. I had to sleep sitting up in bed. ble force has already a place in prison,
I tried many remedies, without relief, and to
l'arla Ileataaranta.
suggest any other is far from reuntil I took Dr. King's New Discovery
assuring. A prison could not exist
A Chicago man just returned from
A. J. Abbott and wife have returned for
Consumption, Coughs and Colds, without force. The elements which a ramble in Europe declares that in
from Bethel.
which entirely cured my cough, and make a
prison a necessity, create a defor unwary travelers
Carl Dunham is on the gain and the eaved me from
consumption." A grand mand for force, either impelling or re- Paris the traps
babe is now doing well under the care cure for diseased conditions of Throat
as the sands of the
muet be are innumerable
elements
These
pressive.
of Dr. Bradbury.
and Lungs. At F. A. Shurtleff & Co. eradicated, if possible, but suppressed at seashore. One of tbe most familiar is
George Abbott visited at his father's Price 50c and 11.00, guaranteed. Trial all hazards.
Every force that is used in tbe restaurant where the bill of fare
last week.
bottle free.
prison has the same end—the suppres- Is without prices, the check being made
Sam Johnson has returned from his
sion of the evil man. The new force out according to what the customer
visit to New Hampshire.
Up to the present time this season the which waits to make its advent in the
"I was bitten once
seems able to pay.
conditions for logging in the Maine
evil men, carries with or twice in this
and
East Waterford.
says the travway,"
woods bave been the best the lumber- prison,keen amongof
it no
discipline. It sug- eler, "but then I refused to order unedge
Miss Helen M. Sanderson of the Cen- men have experienced for several years.
means
bars
it
cross
no
;
stronger
tral Maine General Hospital is at home The crews went into tbe woods early gests
less the menu mentioned the cost
no agonizing of the poor body of the
for a fortnight.
and the operators were urged by the
crush the im- Sometimes the proprietor protested
that
criminal,
may
you
Will McGown is working in Berlin, strong maiket for lumber to go In
no terrorizing of the unfeebly, but I told him that he didn't
Ν. H., this winter.
heavier than usual. Tbe conditions up perious will; of the
man.
aoul
his victuals without knowing tbe
subdued
buy
William A. Hersey has an auction sale to the present time have justified them
When it is so readily believed that price, and I should follow his examthe 28th of a part of his belongings. in all they that have done. Though the
force may be introduced among
He has sold his farm and expects to fall was very dry the lack of rain which spiritual
ple."
every class of men to eave them; ana
move to Portland in March.
kept the streams and ponds at a low men and women are ready to endure the
To Save One'· Bacon.
Miss Lide Green is helping Mrs. C. H. etage also kept tbe roads dry and tbe
most loving sacrifice of personal ease
"Te save one's bacon"—that Is. to
Pride a few weeks.
early operations were conducted under that these
be
forces
may
given
spiritual
Arthur L. Sanderson gave a party favorable conditions. The ground froze
a narrow escape—is supposed to
should doubt and disbelief make

Tuesday evening

|

live years, it ia aaid, ahe haa aapired to
At Brunswick, Wednesday, Andrew the honor, and this year made more j
was
of
is
76
age,
years
Thomas, who
effort than ever before, but ahe polled !
thrown out of his carrlage whUe hie only 39 votes, out of the nearly 600 oast ;
Tho
Mr.
was
horse
running away·
developing but slight strength, and it is
struck on his head and sustained a se- aa it should be. The office should seek
It is feared the
vere fracture of the skull.
woman, not the woman the office.
the injury will result fatally owing to When Misa Willard chose Mrs. Stevens
Mr. Thomas' advanced age.
as her successor, she made no mistake.
The Maine delegation missed the
Millard E. Daniels of Montville dled
Ever since Mrs.
Thursday from injuries received in the leader, Miss Dow.

and
The Greenwood Telephone Company on the land owned by Mr. Whitney
held its annual meeting Saturday after-1 there to be put together. The windows
1G. Officers elected as and doors were numbered and taken out,
Dec.
noon,
the finish in each room was removed and
follows:
tied in separate bundles; the roof r
Pres.—O. L. Peabody.
moved and marked, and likewise with
F. J. Cole·
Sec
F. D. Small.
Treas
all the timbers; and in fact everything
L.
A.
Tubbs,
Directors—W. O. Emmons,
connected with the wood work was
Sylvester Cole and Bobert Morgan.
Lineman—W. O. Kmmons
properly numbered and put back accord-

Mrs. S. P. and Mrs. H. A. Cushman
have presented the church with a beautiful individual oommunion service in
Brownfield.
memory of their husbands, Dea. S. P.
in
ia
storm
a
hard
snow
progress.
Quite
and Dea. H. A. Cushman.
Tuesday evening last Pearl Rebekah
Sleighing for the past week has been
Lodge, I. O. O. P., elected officers for very good but at present writing, Thursthe ensuing year:
At Millvale, Saturday, the 16th, Thomday p. m., a northeast snow storm is
N. G.—Blanche Brown.
as W. Bowden, a prominent man of
ng.
Y. G—Mm. T. Walker.
Sturtevant of Dixfleld Bucksport, was crushed under a buildr. Ernest
C. S.—Florence Tlbblta.
F. S.-Bllxabeth Hod too.
spent Thursday night with his brother ing that was being moved. Mr. Bowden
Trea·.—Florence Mansfield.
at the old home.
ton In front of the building. He wm 60
The ladles of the Congregational circle
years old.
West
Buckfleld.
to
gave a baked bean and pastry sapper
*
The Darnit sohool is discontinued for a
a big crowd at town hall.
IN MAD CHASB.
There ia a splendid display of Christ- time on account of the illness of the
Millions rush in mad ohase after
ma· good in the store· of Mr. Blake and teacher, Mrs. El va Stetson.
health, from one extreme of faddism to
Everett Simma of Canton was at S. E.
Mis· Stuart.
another, when, if they would only eat
Pint

I
National W. C. T. U.
The great convention ia now e thing of
Lave nearly all
Sarah Bernhardt will play In Portland, the put, the delegate·
reached their home· and taken np the
In City Hall, one night, Jan. 29.
work of another year.
The number of shooting aocldents in
It was a moat successful meeting
Maine during the hunting
never ai large before, and Maine was
reten
ported aa twenty-five, of which
well represented. We were entitled to
sulted fatally.
thirteen, and the quota was filled with
three extra White Ribboner* in attend· j
A bill Inequity hw bwn fiied by Λβ
S'· ance.
Maine Water Company
Mrs. Steven· was at her best, and ia a
Croix Paper Company and others oi
marvel of courage, patience, promptneaa j
"king that the paper company
and power of endurance. Her election !
he enjoined from throwing refuse into
would have been unanimona—and waa !
the St. Croix river, the petition ai leg,ng
the ambition of the
Mala· New» Not··.

erous

your

patronage.
Wishing you

all

a

Happy and Prosperoui
Respectfully,

New Year,

Yours

remain,

we

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
2 Stores,
F.

A.

! Maine.

j

8HCRTLEFF 4 CO.

A.

F.

8HCRTLEFF * CO.

quently

susceptible
quake.

Baffled.

Why Buy HcCl ure's?

it in
McCLURE'S MAGAZINE is bought and read in homes not because
magazine, but because it is thu magazine. Why?
FIRST—THE PItlCE. It costs but one dollar a year, or less than ten cent*

a

a

Thin
matter.
The woril lui tiled now has u mean
number, for over thirteen hundred two-column pages of reading
lug entirely different from that ap- amounts in actual bulk to twenty or twenty-five books costing anywhere from a
plied to it ΰ'Κ) years «go. It is now un- dollar to two dollars a volume.
derstood to mean thwarted, foiled or
SECOND—QUALITY. The reading matter is written by America's leading
disappoint»], hut then it was applied
the best
beet shorf story writers, the best writers on timely articles,
writers—the
which
to the process of degradation by
Railroad
Maker's
or
Reminiscences
an
such
Schurz'e
A ha tiled writers of important serials,
a
knight was disgraced.
been
had
who
one
pro·
articles.
was
knight
of conduct unlu-eomlng
The reading matter in McClure'e is not only good;
nouuced

THIRD—TIMELINESS.
guilty
of his order and had accordingly it is not only entertaining, amusing, instructive and inspiring—it is also about the
the time. No subbeen shorn of his plumes, his sword
subjects in which you and all Americans are most interested at
was broken before his eyes, his kuightas the question of
to be so
twelve months are

one

jects in

important

going

the next

ly robe torn away, his spurs cut off railroad rates ami rebates and the question of life insurance.
Both of these queswith a cleaver, and after being publicwill be discussed by authorities in an impartial, careful, interesting way.
tions
l>e
bafto
was
declared
ly chastised he
for chilFOURTH—ITS CHARACTER. McClure'e Magazine is not edited
fled. The word is used in this sense by
might
it
that
in
line
a
girl
never
any
young
is
there
Shakespeare and other writers of that dren, but at the same time,
not read. Its advertising pages are as clean as its editorial pages.
time.
The Cent

In Sot

Small.

Magazine

McClure's

With tiie exception of the English
penny, the cent is the largest minimum
Send Ç1.00 to-day for one year's
unit of money in the civilized world. in
for good.
your home is^lntended to work only
Roughly speaking, our cent Is worth 2 subscription, or leave an order at your book-store. November and December free
kopecks. 2 cents Mexicau. Chinese and with new
subscriptions for lOOd.
East Indian, 2 atts or inilllemes. It is
YORK.
the
than
two and a half times larger
S. S. McCLURE COMPANY, 47 East 2-Jd Street, NEW
cent of the Netherlands or the kreutzer.
subscribers
of
business
the
securing
You can earn a good income by taking up
There are 4 pies, ore, or pfennlge to the
man or woman
for McClure'e. It is clean and self-respecting—a publication any
in addicent or 5 haul, centeslmi, lepta, heller,
would like to represent. The pay is 2."> cents for each $1.00 subscription,
pennla, centimes or stotlnkl. A cent tion to big cash prizes for the beat work. Write to-day for full particulars.
Is worth 10 paras Turkish or 10 Japanese rln, 11 cash Chinese or 50 paras
What the trolley car conServian.
ductors of Servla say when tendered a
five cent fare in paras would probably
not be tit to print.
Julep Bet.
at the edge of the
lawn
oi^ the right hand side of the
bouse as you face the mountains James
Madison built an Icehouse. This was
In 1809, and it was the first icehouse
In Orange county, Va. Ice In summer!
Ills servants were iucreduloiis. And he
bet his overseer an Iced mint Julep ou
the Fourth of July, against which the
Of
latter wagered a wild turkey.
course Madison won the turkey.—Country Life In America.
trees

Aboat

Breathing.

In the ordinary respiration of man
sixteen or seventeen cubic inches of atmospheric air pa.;s Into the lungs twenty times a minute, or a cubic foot every
five and one-quarter minutes, 274 cubic
feet in twenty-four hours. The lungs
hold 2.80 cubic feet. At each respiration 1.375 of oxygen Is converted into
The nitrogen Incarbonic acid gas.

spired and expired Is exactly equal.
During the act of Inspiration the lungs
have been found to be the coldest parts
of the body.
Already Well Made.
"Miss Deepley does make some of the
most
inapt quotations," remarked

Bragg.

"Yes?" queried Newltt "What, for
InstanceV"
"Well, last night I remarked that I
always avoided political discussion because I didn't want to make a fool of

myself, and she said, One cannot paint
the Illy or gild refined gold.' "—Philadelphia Press.
The

Poiat of View.

"It all depends on the point of view,"
he said reflectively.
"What do you mean?" she asked.
"Well, by way of illustration," he anewered, "there's Mrs. Jones next door,
who sings all day long. Looking at It

from one point of view, we say, 'Happy woman!' and from another, 'Unhappy neighbors!'

"

Bach Friendly Frlealii
Maede—Jack Huggins has been calling on me for nearly three month·. I

sxpect

a

proposai

soon.

Clara—Ob,
It was at

Jack never rushes things!
least five months before he
k) me.—Chicago News.
How

proposed

Ska Liked HI·,

"Well, Maggie, you have

married a year.

now been
How do you like your

ausbandΓ
'Voter, mum."—Houatoa Poet

Clothing.

Men's

ΜικΙΙνοπ'μ Mint

Among the

If you

not

are

Overcoat

supplied by

Suit, you

or

can

find

$12.
$12.
patterns
light and dark

winter

a

what you want

stripes

The

mixtures for $10 and
neat gray

just

Men's Suits in

at this store.

with

now

and

Johnson

plaid

Suits in

Worsted and Scotch

mixtures $15 and $iS.
patterns in
of
full
is
bargains. The long
Our Overcoat stock

loose Coats with

styles

Other

up

or

without belts, $10

$15.

$22.

to

POSTER,

B.

H.

to

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Cold Weather is Here
AND SO ARE OUR
$1.25
$1.25

FURS IN PRICES FROM

COATS",

"

"

*

UNDERFLANNELS

to
to

$23.00
$50.00
25c.

OUTING FLANNEL
5c. to 12 12c.
VARIETY.
FLANNELETTES IN GREAT
WOOL AND FLEECED HOSE FOR EVERYBODY.

Are You

Going

to Have

a

New Gown?

BROADCLOTH
$1.50, PANAat $1.00 and
HENRIETTAS
MAS at $1 00 and $1.25,
with trim·
and
colore
in
all
$1.1 a, MOHAIRS, &cM &c.,
If so look

minge

at

at our fine

in all the

new

and desirable

Our stock is large and varied and
show anything one needs.

styles.

we are

always pleased

to

Candy Saturdays with every cash purchase of $1.00

or over.

S.B. &Z.S. PRINCE,
Norway,

Main·.

Itw «rford

Β· Ty]« luu moved to Shalbnrne
Semoccat νΑ·
Sf. H.t where he hu a section.
Howard G. Wheeler was at home iron

SOUTHPABIS.

Burlington, Yt., for Christmas.
A. Keith Spofford is at home

OftAMD TRUNK MAJLWAT.

Oflloe Hour·

:

PA HIS

7 30

ΡΟβΤ OVtfeB.

a. m.

to 7 30

p. u.

CHl'RCHKS*

Iflret Congregational Church, Rev. A. K. Bald
win. Ηa8tor. Preaching services, 10 43 a. m and
T. P. S. t\ E.
7 no r. M. ; Sunday School 12
at >; 00 p. m ; Church prayer meeting on Tuesday
evening at 7 0 u'c'oci. All. not otherwise con
netted, are cordially Invited.
Methodist Church. Rev H. A. Clifford, Pastor
On Sunday, morning prayer meeting 9:30 A
Sabbath School
service 10 43 A.
12 Μ.; Κ ρ worth League Meeting β 15 r. M.
r.
7.-00
H.;
prayer meetmeeting
evening prayer
Tuesday evening; class meeting, Friday

u.i

preaching

ing
evening.
Rev. J. Wallace Cbesbro.
Baptist Church
On Sunday, preaching service 10 45 a
l'as tor.
κ ; Υ. Ρ 8. C. Ε., «25 r
12
School
Sabbath
Η.. Prayer nxetlag 7 p. M.; Tuesday evening
All are
Seat# free.
7 30.
at
service
prayer
welcome.
Universalis» Church, Rev. J. H. Little. Pastor

Preaching service every Sunday at 10 45 a. m
Eveiilng servtce. 7
Sunday School at 12 M.
Ρ M.

Tuesday evening.

OUR PLEDGE.

CHUKCHM.

mankind ;

Misa Julia P. Morton is at home from
her teaching in Abington, Mass., for the
Christinas vacation.

meeting

parish

Maynard,

Congrega-

Saturday

humble pie.
New path· arc tried, new thoughts engage— high
thoughts, unthought before.
Which speak the onward march of mind tlmt
your

December 28,

Some

Mrs. Ε. V. Anderson went to Portland
All members of the Good Cheer who
after have to
until
remain
to
provide milk for tbe next supChristmas.
per are asked to bring it round as soon
as possible.
Miss Maud Carter is at home from her I after dinuer
and fai"ily of Sabattus
teaching in Dorchester, Mass., for the
Christmas vacation.
and William A. Blake and family of Auof the Christmas
Hon. D. J. McGillicuddy of Lewiston burn have been guests
was here last
having business season at W. H. Blake's.

Wednesday

^ ««r.'...Par,in

1

missionary
The
regular monthly
'
at the
Miss Lillian Walker, who has been at meetiug will be held
her home in Canton for a few weeks, bas 1 church next Sunday evening. Subject,
"An Hour with tbe Immigrante."
returned to George A. Briggs'.
Mrs. George W. Frothingham has
L. E. Pulsifer of Xatick, Mass., was!
Portland for a few days,
the guest of bis parents, Mr. and Mrs. been up from
and Mr. Frothingham was here over
Hiram Pulsifer, the first of last week.
Sunday and Christmas, with relatives.
One of the chimneys in I)avie Block
A remarkably mild winter week has
and
has been rebuilt, and other changes
been enjoyed—quite a contrast with the
repairs are being made in the building. weather
of last winter. Monday was a
A sociable was giveu in Xew Hall perfect winter day, and everybody enjoyin
the!
class
Friday evening by the senior
ed it to tbe full.
high school. A good crowd and
The class of 11)05, Paris High School,
time.
pleasant
enjoyed a reunion in the form of a class
William Cushman of Hartford, well' ride Monday morning. They "did" the
known to the readers of the Democrat. I village in good shape, and made things
I
was a ( hristmas guest at the home of I
lively with their class yell.

Baptis't

aj

Albert D. Park.

Winslow C. Thayer has finished work
for the Mason Manufacturing Co., and
has gone into the meat market with his
father, T. Thayer.

The Universalist Sunday School sent
two barrels and a box of clothing to the
Salvation Army at Boston for distribution among the needy.

special entertainment is to be prepared for next Saturday afternoon's
meeting of the School Boys' and Girls'
Brigade, Dec. 30, which all are invited
A

to

Refreshments will be served,

attend.

Tbe next supper and entertainment of
the Universalist Good Cheer Society will
be held Tuesday, Jan. 2d. An oyster

Carl S. Briggs is at home for two weeks
from Springfield, Mass., where he is
Miss Catherine G. i
studying violin.
Briggs is also at home from Bliss Business College for a short Christmas recess.
The railroad travel of the holiday seathrough South Paris in all directions
has been very heavy, perhaps larger
than ever before, and the station crowds
have resembled those iu the height of
the summer travel.
son

The Seneca Club met last Monday
Mrs. K. A. Taylor. The
club programme was not entirely carried
out on account of absence of a member.
refreshments were served and a

coming day

or

night he'll call for me, he'll

ί

the grave—
little talking
Or called defeat perhaps by
tongues. Not so.
For He who hath created ua defeat can never
knowDecember waxes old. With unshed tears our
lids are wi t.
What high resolves we've made this year, and
we re

resolving yet.

Aad shall our lives oe wasted so? Our hearts
grow hard and dry ?
Shall no good thing be found In us when the
angels see us die?
And (hall we thua grope blindly on—no longings
for the light,
and confident, dash out Into
But

heady, puffed

the night?
And shall we pitch

catch

no

our

purer tone

tunea thus low?

»e

Than what Is taught In Satan's school—then,
tread the vale alone?
If we can say and truly aay, we're doing what

Death has uo sting, the
no bitter 111.

Lord, bring me down,
Thy holy will.

grave

or

no

ralce

gloom

me

our

and life

up, and—do

J. N. Irish.

Christmas Observances.
Christmas was observed at the several
the
Methof
the
Next Sunday
pastor
South Paris churches by services appro
odist church will preach a special serpriate to the occasion on Sunday, also
mou on "Farewell to the Old Year, All
festivals by each of the SunHaii to the N'ew." Some lessons* of by special
Schools.
time and eternity will be presented, and day
Tbe exercises of the Universalist Sunmotives for a Christian life.
day School were held Saturday evening
Mrs. Josiab Burnham and William F in Good Cheer Hall. There were exerStone and family of Portland were here cises by the children, including a short

Christmas day with their cantata, following which some Christmas
mother, Mrs. E. F. Stone. A family trees were uoloaded, and a supper was
party of the children and grandchildren served to the children of the school.
Exercises at the other churches were
of Mrs. Stone, numbering about twenty
held Monday evening. At the Congregathered there for the day.
the programme given
Mrs. Emma Gibbw, Mr. F. C. Jackson gational churchy
below was presented, following which
and Miss Nellie Jackson of Portland
The platform
two trees were unloaded.
spent Christmas with Mrs. Louise Briggs. was
very appropriately set with everA pleasing programme was enjoyed,
trees, the costuming for the cana/ter which gifts from a well-laden green
tata was quite elaborate, and the scenic
The
distributed.
Christmas tree were

to

thankful for all helps and
temperance
along
encouragements
Let us be

lines.

WE ARE

THANKFUL

That the reports of the corresponding
secretaries of forty different states can
show that 1,147 new unions were organized during the year, with an increase of
0,144 in membership,—that while many
of the states do not report the number
of pledge-signers secured, as far as
reported they number as many as 47,108.
That the District of Columbia contributed mnch labor toward the placing
with loy;
Men greet its advent glad, and angel banda their of the Willard statue in Statuary hall of
tongues employ,
the National Capitol.
In hymning songa of peace and praise, with no
That notwithstanding the introducdiscordant tound,
on
herds
watched
she
Just as they sang when
tion of bills last winter for the repeal of
Bethlehem's holy ground.
the anti-canteen law, no action whatever
The day had dawned, they well might sing In
was taken.
their subllmest strains;
The star appeared serene and high o'er Judah'a
That during the last quarter of a censacred plains,
the W. C. T. U. has been an active
Event by prophets long foretold, since Eve ami tury
factor in tbe promotion of purity, and
Adam fell.
He'd come to break sin's Iron thrall and quench that much good has been accomplished
the brands of Hell.
reform
mothers' meetings,
A very God In human form, He'd come to seek through
and save
legislation, the public school branch and
And snatch a victory from defeat, a victory o'er rescue work—that purity is classed as

we can
supper will be served and the programme
To heal the atrlfe In nelgbborhooda and help
of entertainment will be announced later, j
brother man,

Frank W. Shaw and daughter, Miss1
Annie Shaw, of Portland, were with
Mt. Mica Lodge, I. O. O. F., conferred
Mrs. W. M. Shaw at the Andrews House the initiatory degree on three candidates
and
Christmas.
over Sunday
last Thursday evening. Next Thursday
annual reports will be preUndoubtedly owinif at least in part to evening thethe
election of officers for the
the sharp watch kept by Jailer Karrar, sented and
the amount of Christmas liquid goods ensuing year will take place.
arriving here from Boston by express
I
has been very small this season.

true.

call for vou.
What then? The universe will move; the world
will still wag on,
And others act our part who never knew the
actors gone.
And feel no heavy weight of grief because they
did not know.
December brings Its t hrlstiuas yet, its frosts
and Ice and snow,
Just as It did when we were young In the dead
voars long ago.
When we. as little boy a and girls, went coasting
down the hill.
Just as It will when, labor done, we're sleeping
calm and still.
And Christmas brings Us Santa Claua—perhaps
he'll come to-night,
To make these little spirits warm, these Utt'e
faces bright.
Thla night, this blessed Chriatmaa night, la big

from 12 to 1

Mies Agnes Merrill of Canton was in o'clock.
last Tuesday.
The athletic rooms in Pythian Block
Hoy H. 1'orter, University of Maine, will be open this week on Friday and
bis
home
at
hie
vacation
'<*), is spending
Saturday evenings, and will not be open
here.
on Wednesday evening.

Tuesday,

Seventeen ladies met on Thursday
afternoon, Dec. 14, at the home of Mrs.
Geo. Morton for our regular December
meeting. The first part of the afternoon
was devoted to business, after which a
most pleasing programme was carried
out, which had been arranged by Mrs.
Geo. Morton, consisting of quotation*!
upon Uiving, Van Dyke's Christmas
Prayer, a most excellent paper by Mrs.
Chesbro on Peace and Arbitration, a
selection from The Union Signal, and a
symposium on The Wisest Christmas
Giving. Light refreshments were served
and the ladies dispersed, all pronouncing it one of our best meetings.

The January meeting will be held in
la t'-rs nevermore.
the parlor of the Methodist church, Mrs.
Life comes, life goes. Death tiptoes o'er the
An invitation
E. E.% Chapman leader.
stage; stilkes when and where
And whom he will of actors great and actors has been sent to the Norway union to
small, the fair
meet with us at that time.
Ami young, the old and faint, the tried and

town

in the Probate Court.

In seeming, claim our love that erst
flowed fresh and free
Towaru those old friends of other days who are
like strangers now.
Who when we meet on life's rough ways just
say, "Hello"! and bow.
New hopea are framed, new ttes are formed so
like the ties that broke;
New schemes are laid like those old schemes that
ended all—In smoke.
Because they clashed with plans of Him who
never lead* astray.
Who doth His will and moldeth man as potters
mold the clay.
The world Is one vast checkerboard—God moveth night and day.
Boast not, U man ! If you be crowned, the Lord
Is In the play.
and come to grief while others
If you be
"go H" nigh,
Re meek as Moites, hold your tongue and eat
now.

jumped

published

Thursday.

years

Who

STATED MEETINGS.
of tbe
The annual
Regular tional
P. A A. M.—Paris Lodge, No. 94.
is called for Monday, Jan.
fullinoon.
on
or
before
Tue·
meeting
lay evening
1906, at 1:30 p. m.
I. O. O. r.— Mount Mica Lolra, regular meet- 1,
Ins·. Thursday evening of each week—Aurora
Crockett is at home for
MissLucelia
evenings
r.ncampment. flrst and third Monday
the Christmas vacation from lier teachof each month.
No.
Rebekah
Pleasan'
Lodge.
U. of R.—Mount
Mass.
>ug in
W, meets second and fourth Fridays or each
for
month la Odd Fellows' Hall.
Miss Florence Tufts left
meets
G. A. R.—W. κ. Kimball Poet, No. 148,
Portland where she will visit with
tlrst and third Saturday evenings of each I
friends until after Christmas.
month, in G. A. R. Hall.
Wm. K. Kimball Relief Corps meets flrst
In
month.
of
each
The list of committee* for the fair of
and third Saturday evenings
Relief Corp· Hall.
the Universalis Good Cheer Society
1
to
Oct.
from
1,
H—Parle
May
of
P.
Grange,
next week.
will be
meet· flrst and third Saturday; during the
remainder of the year, meet» every Saturdav, in
Grace M. Stuart, who is teaching
Miss
«range Hall.
I. O. G. C.—Second and fourth Mondays of kindergarten in Marblehead, Mass., is at
each month.
her home here for the Christmas vacaΝ. Ε. Ο. Ρ—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181,
tion.
me ts second and fourth Wedaeeday evening·
of each month.
The Ladies of the G. A. R. will serve a
hP.—Hamlin Lodge, No. 31, meets every
clam chowder dinner at G. A. R. Hall
Kr. tay evening at Pythian Hall.

evening with

NOEWAY.

W. C. T. U. Notes.

Christmas Festival.

■

Going '1own(ea»t)—5:38 A. *., dally, 9:5t> \ m
tally except Sunday; 4:35 P. M., dally.
Going up (west)—» -30A.il., dall ν ; 3."AS p. m *'
daily.
daily except Sun.lay ; 8:47 «».
SOUTH

a

I hereby promise, God helping me, to
But good or Ul It matter· not. The phlloaophli * abstain from all
distilled, fermented and
mind
malt liquors, including wine, beer, and
And heart all fortified with trust, can full]
the
Lemuel
bas
Barrows
Ο. E.
bought
understand,
cider, as a beverage, and to employ all
Gurney farm in Hebron of C. E. Tolman, Alike they How, with wise Intent, from out
proper means to discourage the use of
father's band.
Mrs. Eva DeCoeter from Gilead has The seasons come, the seasons go, and warmtl and traffic for the same.
succeeds to cold;
been visiting her sister, Mr·. G. C. Al·
Moons wax and wane, star· pale and faint, ant
drich.
—we are growing old.
Hour of Prayer Phil. 4.6. Noontide.
The hearts that hate shall love again, when
Miss Susie L. Porter is at home from
friendship never dies,
teaching in Portland for the Cbristmai And soul· athlrst shall drink their All beyond
A XMAS PRAYER FOR THE NATION.
the starlit skies.
vacation.
The wlldernesa and barren land, where no glad
"Inspire, we beseech Thee, the people
current flows.
of the United States with a sense of the
Ivory Smith is seriously ill at the In God's
own time and providence shall blossom
home of his daughter, Mrs. J. F.
grandeur of their heritage. Defend us
as the rose.
The little pilgrims sweet ha ν 3 come around youi from civil strife and from the jealousies
McArdle.
hearth this year;
of race and class. Impel those in the
Rev J. W. Cbesbro and wife are the The bent and battere 1, weary In life's autumn
seats of the mighty to be faithful in their
lone and sere.
Suneon
bom
of
another
happy parents
Have laid their burden down; and well I know, stewardship and act upon us all as citiday morning.
and thus I sing.
zens that there may be maintained the
large draughts of vigor now from
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Stanley of East They Λquaff
ordered polity of the commonwealth."
outh's eternal spring
Auburn spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. New forms appear, new scenes arise, new birds
are on the wing;
C. W. Bowker.
New friends are found that all our lives shall
Motto for workers: "First know,
pleaxant memories bring,
then do."
Tbe annual meeting of the South Paris
W hen other friends shall take their placo In
this
Congregational church is held
that are to be.
from
Harvard for the Christmas vacation.

Commencing October 1,1909,
THAIS# LEAVE south rA1

Line· tor

Again, «gain the year come· round, m othe
yew· have done,
Since from the foraine hand of God ontflaahet I
the rolling ton.
It bring· to us of good or 111 our share with a)

spend

one

of the fundamental
T. u.

W^C.
1

llitls III

M1UU£

IUC

principles of the

Ituc

liuui

uinuiv

vv

Texas we can point to anti-saloon victories during the past year.
Anti-Saloou
American
the
That
league, upon which rests now the dew
earnest
some
do
of youth, is going to
work at the next congress—that its
heart is full of courage, and all victories
seem possible to the men who are leading it on to battle.

Second Congregational Church, Rev. B. 8.
Rt'leout, Pastor. Preaching service Sunday,
1030A. M.; Sabbath School,Ί2.DO M.; Y. P. 8.
C. E„ Sundav Evening, 630 P. M.; Social Meeting, 7 .-00 P. U ; regular weekly Ρ raj er Meeting,
Tuesday evening.
Unlveraallst Church, Rev. S. G. Davla, I
Pastor. Preaching service on Sunday at 10 JO
A. M. Sabbath 8cbool, IS.-00; T. P.C. U. meet- 1
ing. 7.00 P. M.
Methodist Church, Rev. C. A. Brooks, Pastor.
Preaching service, 10:80 A. M.; Sabbath School,
13:00 M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7.00 P.M.,
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening; class meeting 1
Friday evening. Epworth League, Sunday
evening, β.-On P.M.
Baptist Church, Rev. E. 8. Cotton, Pastor
Preaching service. 10 30 A. M. ; Sabbith School,
11:00 M.; Prayer Meeting, Sunday evening 7 P.1
M., Wednesday evening,730.
8TATSD MEETINGS.
F A A M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge,
No. 18, in Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on or
bef ire full moon. Oxford Royal Aroh Chapter,

full moon.
I. O. O. F.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting
In Odd Follows' Hall, every Tuesday Evening.
Wlldey Encampment, No. 31, meets In Odd
Fellows' Ha I, second and fourth Friday Evenings of each month. Mt. Hope Rebekab Lodge,
No. 58, meets on first and third Friday of each
month.
K. of Ρ—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block
O. Noves
every Thuradav Evening. U. R., A.
Division, No. 12, meet* third Friday of each

at cost. We are offering some
coats. Have only a few which

Belief for Worn·».
Bladpains In the back, Urlnair, Dleastrouble, and want a certain.
ant herb remedy for woman's Ills, try Mothr
monthly
Gray's AuitnlUn-Leif. It Is a safe50
cents.
regulator. Ai Druggists or by mall
Mother
The
Sample package FREE. Address,
Gray Co., Le Boy. Ν. Y.
Here U

L.
Telephone 18-4

"I

Perfumes.

have

L.UNT,

M.

BLUE

people

good

St., Norway.

136 Main

STORES.

ODD TROUSERS.

they really

day

special

How-About Your Trousers?

Palmer's

pocket

Dress and Business Trousers

$4, $4.50, $5.

variety

packages,

Try

BROOKS—The

Heating.

Plumbing

$12 Up.

Coats,

F. H. NOYES CO.,

Start the New Year RIGHT
YOUR

FOOTWEAR
W. O.

Frothingham,

SOUTH PARIS, ΠΑΙΝΕ.

S.

snow

and enjoyed very good skating during
the week. There is talk of keeping the
ice cleared for skating during the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Hal R. Eaton of Belfast
are visiting Mrs. Eaton's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles B. Sargent, during the

holidays.

six per cent on all
sums unpaid on the 1005 tax.
Grand Chancellor of the Knights of
Pythias, M. L. Kimball, went to Phillips
Thursday on official business.
During Carrie Tucker's absence from
the shoe factory office Mrs. Beatrice
Newcomb takes her place. Miss Tucker
is at the Maine General Hospital at Port-

draw interest

at

Everybody is talking about the high:lase special excursion which the Grand
Trunk Railway eyetem are organizing
for Mexico, and which will leave Montreal at 9:00 A. m. January 29tb, 1906, in
ipecial Pullman care on the "International Limited." These care will be attached to the private train that will be
occupied throughout the tour at Chicago

PROBATE

Heaters

Sleigh

RICHARDS,

Optlolan.

World.

NOTICE».

of ihc Estât··*
persons Interested In either
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Pari·. In and
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
Dec., In the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and Ave. The following matter
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter indicated, It Is hereby Ohuehbd :
That notice thereof be given to all persons InAll expenses
the following morning.
terested, by causing a copy of thli order to be
included in rate. Tour will last about published three weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
forty days, and will cover the most in- Peris,
In srJd County, that they may aii|>ear at a
"oldest
the
of
country
portions
teresting
Probate Court to be held at said Paris, on the
1906, at 9
in the New World."
Apply to any third Tuesday of January, A. D.heard
thereIn the forenoon, and be
ftrand Trunk Agent or to J. Quinlan, of the clocksee
cause.
on If they
Bonaventure station, for all information,
SOLON C. TUTTLE, late of Buckfleld, dejeecriptive matter, rates, etc.
ceased; will and petition for probate thereof
presented by Annie M. Tuttle, the executrix
therein named.
Born.
ELIZA R.SMITH, late of Dlxfleld. deceased;
will and petition for probate thereof «resented
In Routli Parle, Dec. 24, to the wife of Rev. J
by Julia B. Kidder, the executrix therein named.
W. Cheebro. a eon.
PETER M. HOLDEN, late of Parle, deIn Portland, Dec. 21, to the wife of Harry E.
ceased; will and petition for probate thereof
Maxim, aeon.
Fred
of
wife
to
the
Dec.
In Andover,
12,
presented by James ». Wright, the executor
therein named.
French, a eon.
T I
In Caribou, Dec. 9, to the wife of Bev. T. J. |
HARRIET E. BLAKE, late of Dlxfleld, deItainedell.a son.
of Henry C. Smith as trustee
In Norway, Dec. 14. to the wife of Robert K. ceased; resignation
for acceptance.
presented
Frost, a daughter, Catherine Isabella.
In Albany, Dec 17, to the wife of Harry McABIGAIL WEBSTER, of Sumner, ward; flrst
Sally, a eon.
account presented for allowance by W. E. Doble,
In Norway, Dec. 1, to the wife of Edward guardian.
Perreanlt, a sou.
ADONIRAM J. BERRY, late of Sumner, deIn Brownflcld, Dec. 5, to the wife of Dr. C. II.
ceased; first account presented for allowance by
M areton, a daughter.
In Bethel, Dec 9, to the wife of L. U. Bartlctt, Frederick R. Dyer, administrator.
eon.
MARGARET BROWN, late of Paris, deceased ;
flrst account presented for allowance by James
1
8. Wright, executor.
Married.
W. 8COTT NEWMAN, late of Dlxfleld, de-,
ceased ; second account presented for allowance |
In 8outh Parle, Dec. 20, by Bev. J. H. Little, by Frank W. Butler, administrator de boni· non.1
Mr. Carroll Eugene Edwarde of South Parle
MOODY F. WALKER, late of Denmark, deind Mlee Gertrude Lenora Davie of Mlnot
for alIn Steep Falls, Dec. 13. by Rev. Orvllle J. Gup· ceased; flrst and flnal account presented
1
and
Falls
Keiar
lowance
of
by D Eugene Chaplin, executor.
till, Mr. Leroy Pendexter
llles Edna Guilford of Steep Fall*.
E. BRADBURY, late of Canton, deALBION
F.
B.
Rev.
Dec.
13, by
In Weet Bucklleld,
ceased ; first account presented for allowance by
Davl' of Kent'e Hill, Mr. Montrose E. Bennett
Byron C. Walte, special administrator.
ind Mrs Lucy Bonney.
In liethel, Dec. 14, by Rev. Frank Ε Barton.
EMMA A.HOLT, late of Norway, deceased;
Mr. Eugene Roeooe Bryant of South Parle and flnal acconnt presented for allowance, aljo petiMlee Iva Hlldreth Rand of Albany.
tion for order to distribute balance remaining In
hl» band· presented by Herbert I. Holt, adminTo all

Are a Grand Success
am selling
and make driving this cold weather a pleasure. I
The
them this season for $1.75, $2.00, $2.50 and $3.00.
and end so
best heaters have adjustable dampers in the front

you
see

can

them

the amount of heat you
the Tucker Harness Store,

regulate
at

JAMES IV. FAVOR,
OX Main St., TVorwny.

OF
w A

•

Prop.,

Maine.

Stock

Large

A

Call and

want.

·

_

HOLIDAY
GOODS

..

j

...

—

we

price. Don't forget the little store when
looking for bargains. We can give as good
bargains as larger stores.

land.
business?"
The Tower concert tickets will be on
children
the
effect and the rendering by
Beginning with the first temperance sale at F. P. Stone's drag store Wednesday was happily spent and all agreed were
he
very fine:
society in 1808, at Moreau, Ν. Y.,
day evening, Dec. 27.
Mr. Carroll Ε.
Edwaçds of South twas indeed a Merry Christmas.
followed its growth through the years
Male Quartette,
The delegation of about thirty from
Paris and Miss Gertrude L. Davis of
Clear."
the
"It
came
Midnight
upon
AntiRebekah
Mt. Pleasant
International
Lodge Friday
until the tenth
Mt.
Hope Rebekah Lodge, No. 58,
Mi not were married at the residence of
Lesson. Luke 8-iO.
Scripture
the
chose
officers,
been
following
held; paid which visited Liberty Lodge of Auburn
alcoholic Congress has
evening
Poem. "No Room."
Kev. J. II. Little last Wednesday evenbeloved
In
Inn."
our
will be installed Jan 12th:
the
and
who
Boom
due respect to Gough
Male Quartette, "No
this week, report a most pleasant trip.
ing. The ring service was used. Duly
Prayer.
E. Willard, and cited us to the
Ν G.—Miss Maut Douglas·.
Commissioners W. F. Jones and ElMIm Li I la Farrar. Frances
the gruoui and bride were present.
Solo, Once a UoMen Star
V. U.—Mm. F. Ε Kimball.
store
the
in
notable
department
victory
lery C. Park gave a hearing in the case
({«citation, Christmas Chimes,
Treae.—Mre. Albert l>ean.
Veola De Luzon. of Henry Siegel A Co.
He then spoke of A. D. Kilgore vs. Alfred Shattuck esEli J. Swan. Supreme Deputy of the
Kin. Sec.—Mr· Frank s Clark.
istrator.
Bertha Wig ht.
Recitation. The Christmas Tree
ΜΙ*.-» Haute Loach.
Ret'. >ec
of the gain seen through the ever in- tate, A. J. Stearns and J. L. Partridge,
New England Order of Protection, is at
Died.
Miss Helen Itaroes.
Ula·!
The
ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of Mid Court.
Solo.
Souk.
M.
Clara
Mm.
Anna
Mis*
Mor»e.
Truste*·»—
the
and
cout
the
territory
at
Wednesday.
Snowball.
home for two weeks. At a meeting in
house,
prohibition
The
creasing
executors,
Magi··.
Cantata,
\ true copy—Attest :
Ituwanl, Mine Florence ttlchanU, Walter L. Musical
ALBERT I). PARK. Register.
Character· :
decrease in hard liquors consumed.
Gardiner of several of the lodges of Uunnej, Kilts S Ouble.
Tena Tubbs is clerking at the Fletcher
Melvln
Douglass,
In Weet Porter, Dec. 15,
Stanley Shurtleff.
Prince Charming
His closing remarks were on what we candy store.
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Don't Get Footsore! Get Allen's Foot-Ease
A wonderful powder that cares tired, aching,
swollen, sweating feet and makes new or tight
shoes easy. Ask to-day for Allen's Foot-Ease.
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taking bread and clothes from children, headquarters at Alberta. The line exbreaking wives' hearts, and causing tends from that place to Lethbridge.
domestic dissension and divorce.
The tax collector gives notice that on
Because it is an evil in these and other and after Jan. 1, '00, town taxes will
ways it ought not to be compromised
with, but it ought to be abolished. He
then compared the evil of slavery and
the fight against it to the battle that is
"The
now on to abolish intemperance.
grand achievement of the nineteenth
century," said he, "was the destruction
of elavery. What grander achievement
can the twentieth century bring to pass
than the destruction of the liquor

PRAISE OF CHAMBERLAIN'S
COUGH REMEDY.
There is no other medicine manufactured that has received so much
praise and so many expressions of gratitude as Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
It is effective, and prompt relief follows
its use. Grateful parents everywhere
do not hesitate to testify to its merits
for the benefit of others. It is a certain
cure for croup and will prevent the attack if given at the first appearance of
the disease. It is especially adapted to
children as it is pleasant to take and
IN

No. 39, assembles Wednesday Evening, on or
Oxford Council, R. a S. M.,
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge,
No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after contains
before full moon.

Ladies'

The convicting and sentencing to fine WATER CURE FOR CON8TIPÀTION.
and Imprisonment of Abraham HumHalf » pint of hot water taken half an
mel, one of the best known lawyers of hoar before breakfast will usually keep
New York, for conspiracy, marks a new the bowels regular. H are h cathartic*
phase of the manifestation of oar newly should be avoided. Wben a purgative is
awakened public conscience. It has needed, take Chamberlain's Stomach and
appeared in many forms in the last two Liver Tablets. They are mild and genit tle in their action. For sale by Shnitlelf
years. Will it stay awake? Or will
easily be tailed to the sleep of indiffer- & Co., South Faris; Jones Drag Store,
ence again?
Oxford ; Noyee Drug Store, Norway.

_

IN ALL OF OUR

DEPARTMENTS.

N. Dayton Bolster & Go.
Maine.

Paris,

South

M

"ρ£Ι°«μ5£.'?·

mDw!TiHM9M.ly

BOOTS

For Winter Wear
Felt and Warm Lined.

OF THESE
WE IIAVE A VERY COMPLETE LINE
ONLY A FEW OF

GOODS, BUT WILL MENTION
ΤΠΕΜ:

#1 "»0 and
Men's Beaver Bale, Felt Soles ami Rubber Ileel,
Women's Beaver, Dongola Foxed Boots,
Itubber
Heel,
Women's Plain Heaver, Dongola Tip, Felt Sole,
Men's Over Gaiters, 10-button,
full
.50, .75,
length,
Over Gaiters, 10-inch and
...

Women's

9*2.00
#1.25
#1.25
.75

#1.00

Children's Beacon
Also a large stock of Meu's, Women's and
Moccasins, Ac., too nuGaiters, Arctics, Wool Boots, Kubbers,
feet with
will lit
merous

to mention.

Give us a call and we

gear that will keep them

J.

_

warm

and dry.

F. PLUMMER,

31 Market

your

FurnUber,

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone

106-3.

even

COLD FEET OR CHILBLAINS,

—

—

Ste·

All Kinds of Footwear Here.

—

Trunks, Bags and Suit Cases.

SMILEY SHOE STORE,
BLOCK,

Glltical

CASTORIA

TkiKMYnHmAhijsBn(M

NORWAY,

srf

1803

will be of more than

ordinary interest
There
1000.

during
Campaign

to Maine readers

1906

to be fought
will be A State
of
the
the
thick
light, fearless in its battle
in
be
will
the
out and
Argus
Demofor Municipal, State and National Good Government, Advocating

cratic Principles as it has for over 100 years.
As a Newspaper it will put before its readers Tho Latest Happenings
which has made it a
The World Over, Told In Its Own Peculiar Vein,
All Of Its Departments Will Be Greatly
welcome guest in tne home.
ard New Ones Added to meet the demand for A Thoroughly

Augmented
Up-To-Date Daily or Weekly.
the Saturday Daily
The Weekly Argus—whose readers also receive
as that of the Dally, in
Argus Free—practically covers the same ground
condensed form, special atteniiou being given to Maine News, Business,
Financial, Market and Shipping Reports.

The Daily Argus is sent for 50 cents
per month or #6.00 per year in advance,
and #7.00 at the end of the year.
The Weekly Argus, INCLUDING
THE SATURDAY EDITION of the
Daily—One copy, one year, #1.50 in advance or #2.00 at the end of the year.

EASTERN ARGUS PUB. GO.
99 EXCHANGE ST,

Clabs of 5, #5.00 in advance.

CASTORIA For Infints and Chidree.
TlK KM Yd Han jump BHlkt

Bears the

Signature
of

ΕΟΜΒΪΑΚΒΒΪ COLUMN.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST

AS

OorrMPondeaoe oa topic· of Inter—t to the Udw
«

poem.

My 35-2-23 le a busy Insect, and my
1^8-40-48-27-5 le a little web spinner.
times
three
door
every
it
to
your
Brians
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, My 39-40-8-33-10 le a familiar tree, and
My
and contains all the most important news of The Daily so Is my 10-42-30-44-28-14-1-24.
Tribune, whioh is a guarantee of its value.
17-37-8-0-20-32-10-11 Is a spring flower,
nol
have
and
term
a
on
or
If you live in the village
Is a summer flowtoucb and my 3-11-13-49-43
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close
with a
cost. er. My 41-29-9-22-7-42 la a bird
small
at
a
world
the
of
news
very
with all important
sweet song, my 25-40-31-4-21 Is a bird
TRI-WEEKLY
NEW
YORK
THE
of
The regular price
aud my 45-35-47-0TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, butyou can secure it with of sable plumage,
Democrat,
brilliant plumage.
of
Oxford
α
bird
The
Is
30-18-9
local
favorite
own
newspaper,
your
My 28-20-40-34 la a fresh water duck,

AS
A

DAILY

while my 12-40-15-88 Is delve·.

Both Papers One Year (or $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

copy.

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

Wool
ro

M

—

Carpets

up stock

LENS.

a

wide-angle

lenses which do such

perfect

work.

The Toric Lens does for the
exactly what the high

wearer

Comer Main and Danforth Sts.,

lens dues for the camera.
Come and see them, then

preciate

MAINE,

their value.

glass
grade

you'll

ap-

Weak

SOUTH PARIS.

Are do· to Indigestion. Ninety-nine of every
hundred people who have heart trouble
oan remember when It was simple Indirection. It te a scientific fact that aJI cases of
heart disease, not organic, are not only
traceable to. but are the direct result of Indigestion. All food taken into the stomach
which falls of perfect digestion ferments and
swells the stomach, puffing it up against the
heart. This Interferes with the action of
the heart, and In the course of time that
dsficata but vital organ becomes diseased.
Mr. O. KaoMa. «I Nevada. O.. mjK I had atcmach

NOTICE.

\

feeeMs aad was to a tod Mal· aa I had heart trouble
vtth It I ttok Kedei Dr»»t*a Cur· far about four
Math· aad II cored ne.

Kodol Mg«tt What You 1st
and relievos the stomach of all nervous

strain aad the heart of all pressure.
BgMeseeiy. gl.OOSUe boWsf 2H tunas the trial
rite. which (alls for 50c.
Pfrspwd hy L 0» OeWITT *00.. OHlOAOOk

ANNUAL

left band square.—1. Biiuls. 2.
An island. 3. A feminine name. 4. An
aquatic animal.
Upper right hand square.—1. The

T>>por

MEETING.

The annual meeting of the Oxford
Patrons of Husbandry Mutual

County

by Ψ. A. Shuttle IT A Co£

Fire Insurance

Company

amount

To

servative party.
Central square.—1. Final. 2. A part
sung by a female voice. 3. A luminous
body. 4. Severed.
Lower left hand square.—1. An Inventory. 2. Within. 3. To remain. 4.

will be held at

Grange Hall, South Paris, on Saturday,
Dec. 30, 1905, at 10 o'clock a. m.
G. W. Q. PERHAM, Secretary.

Eastern Steamsfiip Company.
Portland Division.

For Sale.

PORTLAND AND BOSTON UNE.

Playthings.
Lower right hand square.—1. Weap-

I have for sale a pair of black
bulls, well broken and handy to

Tare

2. Genuine. 3. The hair ou the
neck of a horse. 4. A winter vehicle.
ons.

work in any place.
Superb new steamers of this line leave
Also some small shoats.
Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India
A. E. GEORGE,
Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday) at
Hebron, Maine.
7 P. M.
All cargo, except Live Stock, via the
steamers of this Company, is insured
against fire and marine risk.
J.

Agent,

LISCOMB,

F.

Wharf, Portland, Me.

Spruce, Fir, Hemlock
and Poplar delivered at

Tenney,

Oculist,

E. W.

:3ο a. m. to 4
Examined free.

ίο

enne.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
Matched Hard Wood Floor Boards for tale.

E.

Mouldings stJL

Main*.

Freeh meats of all kinds
i hand.

constantly

Corned beef and salt pork

Vowels: 1.
353.
Eliminated
"
'Tls the
"Home, Sweet Home." 2.
Last Rose of Summer." 3. "Marchlug Through Georgia." 4. "Coming
Through the Rye."
No. 354.—Crossword Enigma: "Alice
In Wonderland."
No. 355.
Subtractions: 1. Plg-my.
pig: pig-tall. tall. 2. Hum-bug. hum;·
hum-drum, drum.
No. 356.—A Group of Dogs: 1. Dogstar. 2. Dog-ma. 3. Dog-wood. 4. DogNo.

on

specialty.
Freeh tish arrives every Monday afternoon and Thursday morning.
Am shipping live stock every week,
SOUTH PARIS.
and paying full market price.

L. M. TUFTS,

NickoU St..

fMETSHMŒprflAR

a

SQUARE,

—

—

T. Tliayer,

MARKET

tems

a

Stir into one pint of hot milk onefourth teaspoonful salt, two tableepoonfuls

SOUTH PARIS.

trot.

Beautifying methods that injure the
■kin and health are dangerous.
Be
beautiful without disoomfort by taking
Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea. Sunshiny faces follow ita use. 35 cents. F.
A. Shurtleff Λ Co.; Orin Stevens.

CASTORIA »imimwii
Ths KM Ysa Uavs Alwap Bsaght

medium-eized sour apple into a large, deep bowl ; break into this
one egg white and one-fourth teaspoonone

ful of salt; whip until a thick, light
mixture is secured; set on ice to chill ;
then heap into fancy cups or glasses and
serve with a dainty wafer or cake.

would have created

a

that sucb

egg-whites

teaspoonful

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any
CAR

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars addreas,

New Bride—Jack tells me everything
he knows and I tell him everything!
know.
Friend—Indeed 1 The silence
when you ara together must bè oppres-

sive.

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN

Don't be imposed upon by taking substitute· offered for Foley's Honey and
Tar. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

COAIç

AND WOOD.

Foley's Honey and Tarpoaltlvely cures
all throat and lung disease·. Refuse
substitutes. F. ▲. Shurtleff Λ Go.
Before taking oooking lessons It's up
to a woman to gather husband's Ufa la*.

«■ail
BUM*
■

two

tablespoonfuls

of

came on

exceedingly good

Three Points of View.

change?'"

BRANOUS CROUP.
C. W. Lynch, a prominent citizen of
Winchester, Ind., writes: "My little boy

had a severe attack of membranous
croup, and only got relief after taking
Foley's Honey and Tar. He got relief
after one dose and I feel that it saved the
life of my boy." Refuse substitutes. F.
A. Shurtleff A Co.

"They can only do light housekeeping
six months in the year in Lapland."
"Why's that?"
"Because the other six months there
isn't any light.'1
Important to Mother·.

Krantm carefmly miy bottl· of CÀ8T0RÏÀ,
a safe and m re remedy for Infanta and children,
and «ee that it

In Use For Οτβτ SO Tears.
The Kind Toe Save Alwayi Bought.

constipating besides being unsafe, particularly for children. Foley's Honey
and Tar contains no opiates, Is safe and
F. A.
sure and will not constipate.
Shurtleff & Co.

FROM
THE
SCHOOL.

REFORM

J. O. Oluck, superintendent, Pruntytown, W. Va., writes: "After trying all
other advertised cough medicines we
have decided to use Foley's Honey and

Tar

exclusively

in the West

Virginia

Reform School. I find it the most effective and absolutely harmless." F.
A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

like to have me go
away and leave yon, would you, papa,
dear?" "No, daughter—I'd like to keep
"Then
my little girl with me always."
I have good news for you. I'm going to
marry Charley Noooyne, and he's willing
to live here with us!"

the matter or

"THIS MUST BE THE MOON."
those funey colored bouncing balls
that children love to play with. Now,
Mr. Rooster hud never seen one of
them before, and he did not know what
It WU8.
"This inuHt be the uioon that I saw
last night," he said finally. "I wonder
what it is doing down here instead of
being up in the sky? It is very beautiful, It is true, but I would like to see
it shine as it did last night. I suppose
it doesn't shine during the day, so I'll
wait until night and see It."
So Mr. Hooeter sat down by the ball
und waited. The sun went down, and
It grew dark, and black clouds hid the
stars and all the sky, but still the ball

)

jIn

would not shine.
"It is very strange." declared the
rooster as he sat and waited.
All the other chickens had gone to
roost hours before, but still the rooster

WANTED: all kinds of

pulp
peeled.

Dec. 18, 1905.

Telegraph

skill required In the work.
Formerly
a small gem might occupy an artist for
a year or more, but with modern appliances the work can be done much

Still the ancient work
bears the palm for artistic excellence.
The cutting is now done by holding
the stone against a revolving drill
whose soft steel face is covered with
diamond dust. No steel Is hard enough
to cut the stone. The utmost patience
and caution and delicate handling ure
required, as the slightest slip may be
more

rapidly.

fatal to the work.

volume of biographical
en from
reminiscences entitled "Mrs. Brooktk'hl and lier Circle," furnishing au
amusiug example of how Currun was
once outdone:
A brisk young widow in some part of
Ireland used to preside at tbe table of
the

and

Telephone

selectmen's office
1,

1906,

bad fallen asleep.
"7 don't know," said she. "Nothing
that I am aware of."
She put up her hand and found that
the thin muslin sleeve was soaked
with blood. Tbe little boy bad become
so absorbed in hie sport that he had
jabbed with all his might, and she in

baby

bar terrible anxiety had net fait tJM

C

y

I

w

■•*1

It will save you
and book on "Building Economy."
imitation, (let the genuine—
money. Don't take a cheap
the roof that lasts. A complete rooting
kit in every rolL

a·1·1-

■
I7WiiwuvuMM.j|ii|iuifVM
Oldest Mener for necnnngj>«ienu.

sent free.
Patent* taken through Munn à Co. rscsiT
tpttial notice, without cfaaree, In Lb·

Scientific American.

S. P. MAXIM ά SON,

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest dr·
caution of any scientific Journal. Term·, $3 a
year ; four montbe, IL Sold bjrall newsdealers.
i, t» F

AGENTS,

New York

South Taris,

BL. WubiSftoo. D. C.

notice.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that be has
been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
EMILY A. CHASE, late of Parle,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, ami given
bonds as the law directe. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment lmme<llately.
JAMES 8. WRIGHT.
Nov. 21st, 1905.

J. WALDO

NORWAY.

Pullets for Sale.
May-hatched pullets,

nice

'05.

Ww

J*

DECORATË7

"The Handsomest norse in
Sired by Dark Dkvil, 2.0Î), by MamukinoofKino,
Lord March, 2.111-2; Diamond
.Jkwki. (Dam
the World." Dam Jkwei..
ankle
2.21 1-2;) Bay mare, large snip, right hind
1821#.
King, (p) 2.10 1-2; Point Dexter,Bred
at Village Farm. Sired by Almont Jb.,
white. Foaled June 8, 1.S86.
Wardwell, 2.14 1-4; Globe, 2.14 3-4;
Record 2.26. Sire of Bull Hamlin, 2.12 3-4;
others
46
2.16 1-4; Architect, (p) 2.16 1-4; And
Orvid, (p) 2.15 1-4; Wardwell, (p)
in 2.30.
J. WHEELER, SOUTH
WILL STAND AT STABLE OF W.

DECORATE

PARIS, MAINE. TERMS: «25

ones.

A.

^

V

»

WM. J.

MASONIO BLOCK,
Connection.

Maine.

inch a king. Black stallion, white ankle*
Handsoment Stallion in Maine. Every
owned
by
1160
pounds,
behind. It) hands, weighs
B. ROBINSON, Oxford, Me.
JOHN
Me.
WHEELER, South Paris,

NASH,

Taxidermist,

Licensed

only knew how pood,
durable, how satisfactory

be
really is; if you only knew how easily it canknew
on and how long it lasts; if you only
put
what a good all-round roof it is, you would save
on the place.
money by using it for every building
Weather proof, wear proof, contains no tar, elate color,
ue prove ίο
you what the
any one can lay it. Let
will
do.
genuine Paroid Iioofing
Send for Free Sample

*u,rkot)înir)n<'fleeCr)f"on
icoruuîj*
ηι5^?^Γίβ·^,ί'*ί'·Γω
i· prob«b?r f

Dec. 4,

TMI MNTMM MMMNVi MKW tOM om.

Parold Roofing

ΟΐΙΙβΝΙ
Copyright· 4e.

Twelve

|

If you

TRADE MAP

Telephone

GASTORIA

Ν IN

nr

r.

J. PENLEY,

TO

WARRANT.

COUNT

South Paris, Me.

front ankles

NOTICE.

Whereas, my wife, Lena May Judklns, has
left my bed and board without just cause, all
persons are hereby forbidden to harbor or trust
ner on my account, as I shall pay no bills of her
contracting after this date.
T. J. JUDKINS.
South Parle, Me., Nov. 27,1005.

Black colt, large stripe,
Bred at Village Farm.
1002.

DIRECT.

white, hind legs

Siuki) by Dikkct

IIal,

2.04 1-4.

Dam, The Countess

elre of Florida
Dam of Chlmeebrino (4), 2.28 1-4,
other» In 2.30.
Chimes (p), 2.10 1-4, ami 2

2d dam, Toilet,

Dam of Kealduary
2.20 1-4.

white.

Foaled June 25,

by Mainbrino King, 1270
by Almont, Jr.,

Legatee,2.311-2; Geyser Boy,

by Dictator,

3d dam, Mermaid
3-4: grandem of
Sister of La Oecaletta, 2.29
of Almont
Lucretta, 2.20; Blaine, 2.27 1-2; dam
Dictator, elre of 1.

1820.

113.

STABLE, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
WILL STAND AT W. J. WIIELLER'S
AT OWNERS' RISK.
MARES
ALL
TERMS : 125 TO WARRANT.

Ho. 810
Boy's Suit

Watch for my List

$1.97

I

Every Week.

now

have

Sleighs !
CAR LOAD OF
NEW SLEIGHS
NOW READY FOR
SALE.
I CAN SELL YOU A
A

a

Cheap Horse,

which I

am

sell

to

I also have

a

hold Furniture,

at

large

your

own

price.

lot of House-

Beds, Bedding, Dishes, &c.

which have been in
months and

are as

use

good

only

a

few

—

A Nice Organ, and many small
articles. Call at my Auction Rooms,
No. 2 Western Avenue, afternoons.

Sleigh

Better

as new.

OTBZ1R. THINGB.

Dalalea Follow

ma's muslin sleeve with a needle he
bad found. Presently the father came
in, and the /little child was seen and
sent away.
"What is the matter with your arm?"
whispered the gentleman to his wife
when at last they turned to each other
and smiled their thankfulness that the

J

old

s

now

friends."

in the most tropica] places, among gorgeous orchids and palms and giant
cacti, you will see mile after mile of
wholesome, clean home grass, studded
with white daisies and yellow butter-

I li

EXACT COPY or WBAEPER.

Patents
UUU»BUK

111 « > 11

Ο S » S

^

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

plckly
IKVention

1)

at

collechouse patronized by Curran.
Her name was Honor, and one day
there was some disputed charge.
Curran slyly winked at the friend
who happened to be diniug with him
and proposed "honor and honesty."
"By all means," added the widow
briskly, holding her glass to be tilled,
••let us drink to Mr. Curran's absent

It strikes root so easily
and lasting.
that it practically cements the most
flimsy earthworks. So grass seed from
home is sown on railway embankment·
ail over the world by the home engineers helping to build them, and thus

Alt»

Jj

Co. will
at South

a

Railway·.
"Buttercups and daisies follow railroads tile world over," said an engineer. "In India, iu central Asia, in
Brazil, the parallel rails run continually between meadows white aud yellow
with home ilowert*. In the construction
of all foreign railways American or
English euglueers have a hand. These
men know that good home grass is the
best thiug for holding together the
earth on embaukuients. Grass is tough

<aS^z^r

NEW YOHK.

un-

Cur ran In the Coffee Hon ne.

John I'hllpot Curran, tbe famous
Irish lawyer, ranks among tbe wittiest
men the Emerald Isle has ever produced. His wit, however, was sometimes turned against himself by the iutended victim, the following story, tak-

Facsimile Signature of

of the Citizens'

meeting

C. W. BOWKER,
Clerk and Treasure

7:30.

For Over
Thirty Years

Worms .Convulsions .Feverishand Lose OF SLEEP.

ness

PENLEY.

J.

A.

Monday, Jan.

on

the stars."—Atlanta Constitution.

Cuttlag m Cameo.
It is said that the stone from which
cameos are cut—onyx and sardonyxis so plentiful on the Uruguay river,
in Brazil, that ships often take it away
Nevertheless perfect pieces
as ballast.
of large size are costly, a piece suitable for a large portal costing as much
This stone is preferred for
as $75.
cameos because of its hardness and
durability and is suitable for such work
owing to the fact that it comes In layers of contrasting color, as black and
white, black aud cream or red and
white. When the cut figure Is sunk iuto the stone instead of being raised the
cutting Is called an Intaglio. The cost
of these gems is due to the time and

A perfect Remedy forConstipaΓιοη, Sour Stomal, Diarrhoea

notice!

Annual

waited and watched.
Then the wind begun to blow and
the thunder to roll ami the lightning
to Hash, and the first thing Mr. Itooste*
know It was raining lu torrents an
he was soaked to the skin and most
frightened out of his wits.
"I'll save the moon," he cried, and he

grabbed up the ball and tried to'run
When he reached the hen
with it.
house door, the rain had stopped and
the wind had swept the clouds from
the sky, uud Mr. Hooeter looked up und
saw the moon smiling sweetly at him.
"So tills isn't the moon after all,"
said Mr. Rooster, looking down at the
ball. "Well. 1 guess It must be one of

peeled

wood, also spruce and fir

Paris

of

Not "Narcotic.

PULP WOOD WANTED.

at

Signature

Promotes Digestion.Cheerful·
ness and Rest.Contains neither
Opium,Morphine nor Mineral

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
been duly appointed executor of the la*i will
and testament of
KDWIN IIARRIMAN, late of Hiram
In the County of Oxford, deccaacd. All persons
having demands against the ectate of said de
ceasoa are desired to present the same for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
mike nsvmont immediately.
GKOBGE L. SAWYER.
Dec 5th, 1906.

be held

Bears the

■HlillHBIIIIIIIHIM

IIARRY λ. I.ANK,
Bankruptcy,
of Parle, Bankrupt. )
I
To the creditors of Harry Α. .a ne In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice la hereby riven that on tne 16th day ol
Dec., A. D. 1905, the said Harry A. Lane wai
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the flrst
meeting of his creditors will be held at the Court
House, In South Paris, on theHrd day of Jan.,
A. D. 1906, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which
time the said creditor* may attend, prove their
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt
and transact such other butines* as may pro|*rl>
come before said meeting.
South Paris, Dec. 18, 1905.
GEO. A. WILSON.
Referee in RsnkmptT.

terms with

butter and three of flour and two cofnla
of milk. In two minutes remove from
the fire and cool. Beat five egg yolks,
one at a time, into the mixture with
four tablespoonfuls of sugar and a cupful of finely chopped almond*. Whip
A TIMELY TOPIC.
np the whites of the eggs stiffly, stir in
and oolds It Is
At this season of
gently and pour into a souffle dish. Bake well to know thatcoughs
Foley's Honey and
Forty minutes in moderate oven.
Tar is the greatest throat and long
HABD SAUCE.
remedy. It cures quickly and prevents
with
of
botter
Beat one-fourth cupful
lerious results from a oold. F. A. Short·
to
a
confectioners'
of
one oupfui
leff * Co.
sugar
in
one
then
toaspoovfal
Dream;
whip
nated lemon peel and juioe of one good
"Fine umbrella you have. Plok It op
ilsed lemon with the other Ingredients. Ua bargain ooonterf" "No—at a reoep-

-NfwXdtt.

nerve

In

things must be expected.

"Ton wouldn't

ALMOND SOUFFLE.

together

Always Bought

Yours truly,
MRS. JEDEDIAH SEAVEY,

NOTICE.

and almonds.
A kidney or bladder trouble can alPBUNB CBOWN.
·
be
cured
by using Foley's Kidney
With Urge, new buildings and new ways
"Miss Sharpe—Vera," he began, "you cupa."
FILL OUT. CUT OFP AND MAIL TO US.
two
Soften
Cure
in
Shurtleff
à
time.
F.
A.
tablespoonfnls corn starch must know why I've been ooming here
Kidney
equipment throughout, revised courses Co.
in one-fourth cupful milk; add it to two
laMialhl· te Vats.
so much; why I sit here in the parlor
PLEASE SEND TOUR CATALOGUE of study and increased teaching force, it
cupfuls boiling milk, to which add one- with you night after night, and—"
has the beet facilities in the world for
A mother's love for her children li AlFather—Is
it
NurseProud
a boy?
two tablespoonfourth
GIYINQ FULL INFORMATION
salt,
teaspoonful
"I suppose, Mr. Pichpenney," Miss ways being illustrated, not only In
young men and women.
Tea. P. P.—Does he look like me? fuls
sugar; cook until transparent; then Vera
Never has there been such a demand Nurse—Yes. You'd better break it to
Sharpe Interrupted, "it's cheaper" books, but in real life. A true story is
fold in stiffly beaten whites of two large
have
a
who
for young people
to do that than to take me out anywhere.
To
thorough your wife gently.
told of a lady whose baby was very ill
of one lemon. Remove onejuice
eggs,
30
than
More
for
business.
aptraining
to which add two générons tableand who sat watching the child with
fourth,
is
Bliss
Tea
for
Mountain
month
received
a
are
Hollister's
Rocky
plications
Clear thinking, decisive aotion, vim
Street, graduates.
spoonfuls prune puree sauce as used in
It goes to absorbed attention, every Instant fearFull information together and
vigor of body and mind, the sparkle the prunewhip described above; turn simply liquid electricity.
new ing another convulsion and praying for
of
with an illustrated catalogue will be sent of
body,
bringing
your
every
part
life, comes to all who use Hollister's the fruit mixture in a mold; then the
It deliverance from it At her side stood
tne school will
and
new vigor.
at
A
call
blood,
strength
upon
request.
or
town,
City
Rocky Mountain Tea. 35 cents. Tea or plain mixture; set on ioe until firm; makes
FALL Tablets.
convince you of its superiority.
you well and keeps you well. 3δ an older child, who had stolen into tbe
7. A. Shurtleff é Co.; Orin when serving mound up prunes, cooked
cents. Tea or Tablets. F. A. Shurt- room unobserved and who was trying
TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 18.
Stevens.
in lemon-juice and sugar, In oenter.
Stole.
leff A Co. ; Orin Stevena.
BUSS COLLEGE, Lewiston, Me.
to prick the little black spots in mamServe with custard sauce or rich, sweet
Rev. Goodman—Really, Mr. Siyman,
cream.
you should take something for that cold.
Mr. Siyman (absentmindediy)—Thanks,
Boil
I don't care If I do.

The Kind You Have

In the District Court of th« United state* for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

foung ladies with a fondness for infantile admirers should be warned by an
episode at a seaside resort last summer.
An engaging masculine of 7 years be-

one ounce

with two tablespoonfuls of sugar until stiff, add oneMrs. de Fashion (at a children's party) half
lemon juice and spread
—Marie! Nurse Girl—yes, ma'am. Mrs. over puading roughly; return to slow
de Fashion—It's time for us to go home. oven to become firm and delicately
Which of these children la mine?
browned; garnish with sliced bananas
Beat two

For Infanta and Children.

cents at all stores.

sensation because

PODDING.

sweetened
chocolate melted over hot water; bake
firm
in center.
in moderate oven until

across

and to loan the funds of the bank on unsecured and unindorsed notes, only a
feeble protest is heard, and we are told

of two eggs and one whole egg beaten
with two tablespoonfuls sugar, one tea- REPORT

spoonful vanilla,

came

representative position the railroad magnate held and the general impression that such things could not be
possible; but now, when we see great
leaders of Wall Street openly defying the
law to carry out tbeir projects, as In the
Northern Securities case, and a great
bank permitting a leading officer to connect himself with a pool in mining stocks
of the

Shopper—Are you sure this is a fine
quality of mohair?
Isaacstein—Tes, madam, it is the
One fourth pint of stale bread crumbs, genuine article. I saw de mo dat It
rolled and siftrd, one pint of milk, yolk· came off of.
AFB1CAN

Tbe next day as be

field be

order for
had given.
at that time

in hot water to cook until egg
firm;
TION.
then set aside to cool; serve with boiled
Few people realize when taking cough
custard sauce and decorate with sliced
medioinee other than Foley's Honey and
orange sections.
Tar, that they contain opiates which are
APPLE WHIP.

Grate

ous.

North Bucksport, Me., Oct 30,1903.
Dear Sirs:—
I have used "L. F." Bitters for about
two years and have found it very beneficial. One of my neighbors has a
small boy who had a very ntrwms
trouble. "L. F." has almost completely
cured him in a very short time.

Eases
pressure by nature's
A healthy liver and well
was crossing a own method.
You can depend
bowels.
a ball—one of regulated
upon "L. F." Atwood's Bitters, 35

car on an

freight cars which he
The publication of the fact

5000

"I am afraid you are superstitious."
'Deed I isn't," said Mr. Erastus Binkley.
FRUIT WHIP.
Thanksgiving.
"Some folks is a-skyaht of glioses an'
No. 352.—Double Acrostic: Primais—
Cook thirteen large prues until tender; all kin's of critters; but as long as I has
one
with
and
cook
remove
1.
Comale.
cupful a rabbit's paw in my pocket I feels
Chocolate. Finale—Ginger
pits
ing. 2. Hawaii. 3. Ocean. 4. Crag. 5. sugar until like thick marmalade; press puffickly safe."
hot
into
fold
while
then
a
sieve,
Orlolo. β. Liar. 7. Arena. 8. Tell. 9. through
two egg whites beaten stiff and dry: set
Ease.
COUGHS, COLDS AND CONSTIPAis

Meat Market.

Crayon, Water color,
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

CHANDLER,

Wfmt Smarter

Portrait Work

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

W.

j

snored.
He thought the stars were very wonderful, and the moon seemed marvel-

GASTOBM

Teaspoonful of "L. P.*'

A

by the revelation that the
of our greatest railroad syshsd been paid, as a personal con-

The stork came.
PEASANT PUDDIRG.
Said the man : "My salary is no larger.'1
Said the woman: "So* I shall be tied
Cut stale bread into one-half inch
slices and remove the crusts, whioh can down."
Said the newspaper: "Mr. and Mrs.
be dried and crushed fine for African
Β
are rejoicing in the birth of a
pudding. Butter the bread on both son."
sides, then cut into small dice. To one
cupful pressed down add one pint of
sweet milk, one-half cupful of Porto A THOUSAND DOLLARS' WORTH
Rico molasses, one-half teaspoonful salt,
OF GOOD.
one teaspoonful cinnamon, one half teaA. H. Thurnes, a well known coal
bake
and
each
of
mace
cloves,
spoonful
of Buffalo, O., writes, "I have
three hours m a moderate oven and operator
been afflicted with kidney and bladder
serve with hard sauce.
trouble for years,
passing gravel or
BOILKI) KICK.
stones with excruciating pain. I got no
Rinse one cupful rice in cold water relief from medicines until I began takuntil all the milky appearance is gone, ing Foley's Kidney Cure, then the result
then sprinkle it into a kettle of boiling was surprising. A few doses started the
water—three quarts is none too much. brick dust like fine stones and now I
Add one teaspoonful salt and boil until a have no pain across my kidneys and I
kernel can be crushed between the feel like a new man. It has done me a
fingers. When tender, pour the water $1000 worth of good." F. A. Shurtleff
and rice into a sieve; dash cold water A Co.
over; drain well, and return to kettle in
which has been melted one tablespoon"Say, Mrs. Moriarty, your husband got
ful butter; set in pan of hot water to his best clothes all soakln' wet?"
"Bad luck to his carelessness, and how
reheat. When serving wreath it around
sliced oranges, datée stuffed with pea- did he do it?"
"He was just drowned in the river."
nuts, boiled raisins, stewed figs, bananas
sliced and laid in lemon-juice to prevent
All the good qualities of Ely's Cream
discoloration, stewed prunes or apricots.
are found in Liquid Cream
Heat thick maple sirup and serve with Balm, solid,
for use in
the rice or use a bard sauce, lemon liquid Balm, which is intended
atomizers. That it is an unfailing cure
sauce or chocolate sauce as preferred.
for Nasal Catarrh is proved by an everFRUIT CREAM.
increasing mass of testimony. It does
in
one-fourth
Soften
package gelatin
not dry out nor rasp the tender air-passone-fourth cupful of cold water, then ages. It allays the inflammation and
dissolve in one-fourth cupful of hot goes straight to the root of the disease.
milk; add one-half cupful sugar, one- Obstinate old cases have been cured in a
third cupful each of cooked prunes, figs few weeks. All druggists, 75 cents, inand raisins cut into small pieces, one cluding spraying tube, or mailed by Ely
tablespoonful lemon juice; cool; beat Bros., 56 Warren Street, New York.
wbitee of two eggs, whip a cupful of
thick cream diluted with one-third cup"Yes, my dear, I believe in transmiI may be a brute in
ful of milk and fold this and egg whites gration of souls.
into the fruit mixture and turn into the my next life." "Wouldn't that be disdish lined with bits of the cooked fruit; couraging; or don't you care for
set on ice until firm; then dip into warm
water a second and unfold on a dish for
BOY'S LIFE SAVED FROM MEM-

corn
sugar, two tablespoonfuls
starch wet with one-fourth cupful milk;
depth."
cook ten minutes, then add one teaepoonful butter and the yolks of two eggs;
K*j to the Puiltr.
cook five minutes more and add one teaNo. 840.—Hourglass: Centrale—Turspoonful vanilla extract and three drops
key. 1. Se-T-to. 2. T-U-g. 3. R. 4. of lemon. Serve either hot or cold with
E-K-e. 5. Ρ E g. β. Y.
chocolate sauce or flavored milk. A
No. 380.—Book Title: "Around the variation can be secured by adding onehalf cupful of cocoanut or chopped nut
World In Eighty Days," by J. Verne.
No. 351.—Missing Letters: Initials- meats to the mixture with the eggs.

If In want of any kind of Finish for lnakle or
Pine Lnm
Outside work, send In your order·
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Caah.

Mats, Mirrors

in

"He muet be," answered Miss Cay"I never heard him try to say
anything without getting beyond his

Also Window & Door Frames.

and Pictures,

High Grade

CHANDLER,

I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
Sise or Style at reasonable price·.

Picture Frames

&

1

Builders' Finish I

p. m.

J

Because be bad eaten too much supper a rooster one night was unable to
sleep, and be just bad to sit up on tbe
rowt and gaze out through tbe cracks
In tbe ben bouse roof at tbe stars while
all tbe rest of bis family slept and

For Nervous Children

one

sideration, $50

whip or
garnish.

Preâx a syllable aud change a co u
Into proper; a blemish into a tyrant; an serving.
offenee Into neglect; a portion into to
FKK.NCH TArlUvAi
go away; a morsel into to charge with
Cook one-fourth cupful of quick-cookdebt; to wait on luto to be worthy of; ing tapioca in a pint of milk until transa whining speech into to pour off; a parent; add a few grains of ealt, one
degree iuto to disgrace; the end into tableepoonful of butter, one-half cupful
remove from fire; let it
to relate particularly; a forfeit into of sugar, and
become lukewarm, then add two beaten
to describe; to fold luto to grow less;
eggs, one teaepoonful vanilla, and pour
a father into to long for; a stove ln»o
over two large apples, pared and cored
to disorder; a writer luto to deliueate; and cooked until almost tender; bake in
part of the bead into to disfigure; oven until egg is set. Stewed pitted
shape into to mar.
apricots, fresh bananas or
prunes,
oranges can be used. Serve hot or cold
with milk.
▲ D*tp l%lak*r.
GOLDEN GLOW.
"Isn't Mr. Teejus a deep thluker?"

MAINE.

WEST PARIS,

will be at Elm House, Norway,
Tuesday, Aug. 1st, and ist Tuesday
Office
of each following month.

Eyea

«ο. 8<W.—Prefix Poule.

any elation.

Ε. H. PIKE,

hours,

Replace the stars with the same letter lu every word.
·
·
A mountain of Asia.
1. ·
·
·
A city of the Antilles.
2.
·
·
The pineapple.
8. ·
«
·
·
A desert
4.
·
·
A kind of tabor, used
B. ·
by the Moore.
·
·
▲ famous isthmus.
0.

PEELED PULPWOOD.

CALVIN AUSTIN, Vice President
and General Manager, Boston, Mass.

Dr. Austin

No. 8Ua.—A Star Poasle.

Wanted.

Franklin

A masculine name. 3.
4. A member of the con-

paid. 2.

move.

ROOSTER FINDS
THE MOON

ego,
ead of
{ears

or

orange sauce. Saturday—Fruit
African pudding, with banana

The name of a world renowned military liero Is here illustrated.

In the District Court of tbe United State· for
the District of Maine. In Bankrupt»·?.
In the matter of
)
in BanJtniptey.
ROBERT E. PARSONS,
of Rum font Kail», Bankrupt. )
To tbe erealtors of Robert Ε. Parson*, In
the County of Oxford ami district aforeaald :
Notice 1» hereby given that on the Nth «lay of
Dec., A. D. 19U5, the said Robert K. Partons
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, anil Ui it the drst
meeting of hi» creditors will be heM at the Court
House. In South Parte, on the i?th day of Dec..
A. D. 1906, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which
time tbe sabl creditors may attend, prove their
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt
and transact such other business as may properly come before said meeting.
South Parle, Dec. 11,190ft.
(àKO. A. WILSON,
Referee la Bankruptcy

MM

first of all for their own aggrandizement,
and what la left goes to the stockholders.
I remember how shocked I was, many

The amount shoes on."
for a considerable time.
serve four persons.
Sunday—
Again came the answer: "Yee dear, so
Peasant pudding, egg sauce. Monday— have I."
Boiled rice with dates, maple sauce.
Again a pause—then a triumphant
Italian
pudding. voice shrilly proclaimed: "Miss Ethel,
Tuesday—Baked
Wednesday/— Fruit cream. Thursday- I've got my pants on."
French
The answering silence was oppressive.
tapioca pudding, with milk
sauce.
Friday—golden glow, with

OPTICIAN,

Hearts

selfishness has swept all the good men
off their feet. Thank heaven t some of
the old school are left, bat they are altogether too few, and it is not surprising
that the great Investing public Is becoming more and more incredulous, suspicious and distrustful of Wall Street, its
schemes and lobemers.
Railroads are no longer run for their
The great controlling
stockholders.
interests, which sometimes own very little of the stock, who maintain and control by seouring the proxies of confiding
stockholders, conduot these corporations

given will

Samuel Richards,

THE

character and
repotatioo, and
to hank·, bankers and
this spirit of
that
broken? I do not aay

cooked raisins; first. They entered the bath houses,
then filling with a corn starch mixture, which adjoined, and in a short time a
a decorative and appetizing dessert can youthful treble called: "Miss Ethel, oh,
be secured without an elaborate outlay Miss Ethel, I've got my stockings on.
either of time or of money.
A low contralto voice answered : "Yes,
The following service for a week, with Robbie, so have I."
After a short pause the irrepressible
recipes appended, may enable an inexperienced housewife to plan the desserts again called: "Miss Ethel, I've got my
needed Malaga grapes

An Animal 5tory Per
Little FolKs

Kits
roaght business

the belle of their particular hotel, a girl
about 20 years bis senior. One day the
charmer asked the swain to go bathing,
and after the bath, as they returned to
and pitted prunes, pitted dates, pieces their bath houses, the small man sugand
of figs, sections of oranges or split
gested a race to see who could dress

Camera ?

Even if you haven't, you know there's a
vast difference between the lenses used
in cheap cameras and the high-priced,

Chas. F. Ridlon,

Sold

TORIC

Have You

close out odd patterns and clean

NORWAY,

ss

ORDINARY
LENS.

Editor HomouHU.·

R·. 8&S.—Rlddl·.
I'm always turning, turning, turning;
cut into stripe or diamonds, the effect is
I'm always churning, churning, churnpretty enough for an elaborate company
ing;
rm always spurning, spurning, spurning luncheon.
At this season of the year apples,
The water I have used.
ο rangea,
bananas, lemons, grape-fruit
shaking;
shaking,
shaking,
I'm always
and Malaga grapes are prime.
I'm always quaking, quaking, quaking.
Eggs are high-priced at this time, so it
And much discomfort's of my making,
beboovee the housewife to plan her desThough I am quite amused.
serts so as to avoid an unnecessary outIt's hard to travel now without me:
lay or waste of these.
me.
about
the
ask
company
Just
Blanc-mange does not call for eggs, and
You will not see me, yet don't doubt by keeping live cents1 worth of red,
me—
violet and green vegetable ooloring in the
You'll eoon hear me abused!
bouse, Neapolitan cream may be easily
substituted when the family is tired of
lu. 309.—Decapitation·.
seeing the same blanc-mange placed be1. Behead an article of clothing and fore them.
leave an animal.
"Whips" call for whites off eggs, and
2. Behead α household article and the desserts for one day may be one of
the various whips served with a custard
leave competent.
sauce or plain sweet cream, the yolks reserved for a tapioca-custard pudding or
No. 3βΟ.—Hidden Name Puamle.
a corn starch pudding known as "golden
glow," or used in the sauce.
By decorating the bottom of a bowl,
or those of individual cups with cooked

Send your on 1er and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
NEW·
Your name anil addrees on a postal card to THE
TRIBUNE, New-York City, will

YORK TRI-WEEKLY
bring you a free sample

Address:

Simple Desserts.
The market oontains s variety of dried
and fresh fruits the year around which
oan be utilized either in their freah eUte
or added to other ingredient* to form a
hoiied or baked tidbit
One of the little-known fruits which a
housewife would do well to become acquainted with 1b the "pulled" or "bag"
tig. This fruit, instead of being pressed
and packed in layers is dried just as it is
pulled from the tree. It can be found in
all cities and nearly all of the larger
towns, and is more reasonable in pnoe
than the pressed fig.
A fifty-cent bottle of Maraschino cherries will prove a gold mine to garnish
simple blano-mange, molded in cups, or
as a loaf; corn-starch pudding, snow
pudding, floating island, etc. Cut each
cherry into halves or four sections; then
when combined with thin bits of citron

3βΤ.—Numerical Galena.
I am conipoe«d of forty-nine letter·
tod form two line· from a well known

is a metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost
Delivery Carriei
good as a daily, and your Rural Freeweek.

to netted.

OOLuim, Oxford Omiomi. Parle. Mil·»

Wo.

u

GOOD

Λ

la

·'

*

OM-RuhioM* Honesty Gone?
("Jasper," In Leslto'a Weekly.)
Whet has beoome of the old-fashioned
troth eod honesty which men prised m
highly m they did their Htm, and which

le

Less

FOR

—

Money

than you
buy anywhere else in the councan

Open Saturday Evening.

try.

H. P. MILLETT,

Serviceable and Dressy Suit For
the School Boy.

Value $4.00

South Paris, Me.

$2.97

at

QUAKER RANGE

Thin advertisement should Interest every
mother who wishes her boy well drewed
at little expense.
We know that Boys'
Suits can be purchased for less than
but they are not made of material that
will wear and are poorly tailored. The
suit here offered we guarantee to wear
well, having sold thousands of thi· number during the past few months, and all

given thorough satisfaction. The
α Russian blouse, double breasted
style, made of excellent quality line wool
cheviot: has extra linen Eton collar, with
silk tie; leather belt; bloomer trousers;
lined throughout; colors, tan, gray and
blue; perfectly tailored and will not rip;
sizes 2% to 8 years; price
....fll.OT
Any suit noc satisfactory can be returnhave

suit Is

ed for refi:nd of money,
with every article sold by

as

Is

our

rule

us.

DO YOUR BUYING IN NEW YORK
New York !s Just one year ahead of
every other city In the United States In
fashions. Why not learn what New York
is wearing? Our Fall and Winter Catalogue contains

The nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy

500 pages of New York Fashions

Cloaks, Suits, Furs, Skirts, Shirtwaists,
and everything needed for men's or women's wear or In the home. If you wish
to know and have the New York Fall
Styles—If Interested in Savin* MoneyCloth Bound
write for our Catalogue.
Copy, De Luxe Edition, sent for 11c. to
or
bound
copy sent
paper
pay postage,
absolutely free. It places the New York
Market at your disposal—the pleasure of
New
are

York Sii'les—New York Price·—all
yours for the asking. Write for this

Catalogue today—now.

MAw Km· Ml

R. H. NACY «I CO.
NEW YOU

to
|

on

remove

as

they

are

without bolts.

50 cts.Dew",ni 50 cts.. w.* .t
Variety Start, Norway.

put

